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Complete range of gearbox parts
for road and race including our 
famous EVO diffs and 5 speed 
gearboxes. Only RHP and top 
quality bearings stocked.
The best crosspin diff 
available!  Over 400 sales per annum.
C-AJJ3385 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £167.47
Heavy duty helical gear kit C-STN48  . . . . . .£706.56
Competition steel baulk ring C-22A1741  . . . .£23.99
Evo upgrade std baulk ring  22G2033EVO  . . .£13.99
Hi-tech oil pick up pipe C-AHT54. . £27.00

Geometry Kits
Complete kit with adjustable tie 
bars and adjustable lower arms. 
With correct performance bushes. 
Order as MSSK3008 £85.80 full kit

Suspension Cone
The only genuine cone 
springs on the market 
made from original Rover tooling. Order as FAM3968

Wheel Bearings

CV Joints

1275 and 1984 on - stamped GCV1013  . . . .£31.20
Early small 1.125" nut type pre 1984 GCV1105  .£30.60
Correct fitting inboard type GCV1102  . . . . . . £36.00
QL5000 coupling kit pair  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£59.40
Rubber coupling GCD101  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .each  £26.10

We ONLY sell DEPENDABLE components

Cooper S Distributor

Gearbox gasket set AJM804B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.47
Copper head gasket set 
- 998cc AJM1250 . . . . . £12.84

Copper std 998cc head set AJM1250MS . . . . £9.50
Copper head gasket set - 1275cc AJM1140MS £13.40
Minispares 1275 copper head gasket GEG300 . £15.54
1275 with BK450 Head gasket set . . . . . . . . . . . £17.10
Engine block set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £11.65
Turbo Comp. Head Gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £64.80
Cometic Head Gasket C-AHT189 . . . . . . . . . . . . £96.22
Large bore manifold gasket C-AHT381 . . . . . . . £2.58
Silicon rocker cover gasket GUG705009EVO . . . . £9.60

£40.69

All Mini Spares chrome and 
brightwork items are top 
quality and made to fit correctly.

Owners and stockists of RC40 systems. 
• Flowbench tested and using proven optimum size
1.75”(1.625”) internal tubing for maximum efficiency
and performance.
• Even our mild steel versions have stainless steel
tailpipes and inner baffle box pipes. Most 
competitors don’t even have these stainless
internals in their ‘stainless steel’ silencers!

RC40 classic twin box system & d/pipe . . . . £58.80
Single box system from cat back . . . . . . . . . £64.27
Single box system for van/estate . . . . . . . . . £76.32
Twin box system  from cat back  . . . . . . . . . £70.20

RC40 Range

Mini Spares stainless steel bumper 
- fits BETTER than Rover original! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £55.20
Bumper non-genuine s/steel DPB10165MS . £34.80
Bumper non-genuine chrome 14A6779MS . . £27.60
S/steel Mk1 overider/corner bar kit MSSK025 . . . . £102.88
Inner/outer door moulding car set Mk4> MSSK2104 . £43.91
Headlamp Rings - Stainless steel 500929MS . . . . . . £9.71
Headlamp Rings - Chrome-on-brass 17H5143 . . . . £16.69
S/steel inner headlamp ring DHF100010SS . . . . . . . £11.81
Fluted deluxe chrome wheel arch trim GZF105A . . . . £15.60
Flat standard chrome wheel arch trim GZF107A . . . . . £7.80

Cranborne Industrial Estate, 
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar. EN6 3JN
Telephone: 01707 607700 

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road 
Northminster Business Park. York. Y026 6QU

Tel: 01423 881800 

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury. 
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011

Mini Spares 20/50 mineral oil
GUL7005T  . . . . . . . .£16.00
20/50 mineral oil & spin on 
filter (not MPI) SO4  . .£17.78
Spin-on oil filter (OE supplier) 

MSF166 . . . . . . . . . .£2.23 Clutches & Flywheels

£58.80Steering racks - L/H or R/H   FAM7306/7 . . . . . . £62.82
MPi Sportspack type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £71.94
Quick rack  L/H or R/H  C-AJJ1570/1 . . . . . £78.00
Genuine track rod end GSJ1106 . . . . . . . . . £11.42
Non genuine GSJ734MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.80
Swivel pin kit genuine Unipart GSJ166. . . . . £15.36
Mini Spares swivel pin kit  GSJ166MS . . . . . £8.18

Timken front genuine GHK1140  . . . . . . . . .£49.14
Minispares version front  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£13.80
Timken rear GHK1805 late modified  . . . . . .£39.42
Minispares rear GHK1548MS   . . . . . . . . . .£14.39

NEW!  5 port alloy heads  . . . . . . . . .from £1251.50
with 35.7x29.5 race quality valves C-AHT347  . . .£1251.50
with 37x31mm offset spaced valves C-AHT347RACE £1559.59
8 port head kits  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £2021.14
1380cc built Up 1/2 engine by Bill Richards  . .£1149.72
73.5 EVO pistons 9cc dish C-STR311  . . . . . . .£194.40
Camshaft Evolution001  .new blanks,outright £89.10 
Ultimate performance cam follower set C-AEG580 £31.20
Oil pumps  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £15.83
CNC Evolution Slot Drive Oil Pump  . . .from £112.50
Forged 1.5 rocker set C-AHT436 . . . . . . . . .£133.33
Alloy 1.5 hi-lift roller rocker set C-AHT446A £223.09
Duplex timing kit C-AJJ3323  . . . . . . . . . . . .£27.20
Duplex kit steel lightened C-AJJ3325  . . . . . .£60.04
21A1902 Mini Spares gen profile engine mount £8.34
21A1902MS Non-genuine mounting . . . . . . . . £3.00
21A1902ST threaded mounting . . . . . . . . . . . .£3.78
Lightweight Large Impeller Water Pump  . . . .£18.90
Minimum stretch single row chain 3H2127EVO  .£19.44
Minimum stretch double row chain 2H4905EVO .£24.79

Reproduction of the 40819 cooper S 23D
distributor but with more advance for economy
and performance similar to MK3 S curves.

Fitted with quickfit points and uprated rotor arm 
12G2140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.90

All other 25D to 59D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £45.00
A new distributor - cheaper than a conversion kit
Electric type of above (no points) . . . . . . . from £56.65
Also available are 3 higher spec. electric types to
match your camshaft profile to our distributor design
Std to 276 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.20
Above is ideal for our Evolution camshaft range
285 - 296 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.80
310-315 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £90.00

Flywheel puller for all types CE1 £21.78
Master cylinder GMC1008  . .£45.50
Standard diaphragm GCC103 . £26.10
Orange diaphragm  C-AEG481 .£35.10
Grey Comp diaphragm C-AEG482. . . . . . . . . £37.75
Clutch lever arm Verto DAM5355MS . . from £18.28
Clutch lever arm pre Verto 22A2204MS . . . . £24.00
Verto 20% upgrade pressure, fits all C-AEG485 £70.20
‘AP’ Std. clutch plate, Turbo, light tune  GCP204 £33.12
‘AP’ road/rally Plate C-AHT595 180mm . . . . . . . . . £65.26
‘AP Racing’ road/rally clutch C-AHT596 180mm . . . . . £91.44
Ultralight flywheel - standard EN8  . . . . . . . .£135.35
Ultralight flywheel - race EN24  . . . . . . . . . .£209.08
3 piece ‘AP’ clutch assembly pre Verto GCK100AF . . . £60.30
3 Piece Verto clutch pre-inj 180mm plate GCK151MS £116.42
3 Piece Verto clutch inj 190mm plate GCK152MS . . £118.80
3 piece turbo kit  GCK371AF . . . . . . . . . . . £122.40

New Gears

29 tooth A plus primary gears for 998 or 
1275, with floating bush for longevity, state cc £153.60
2nd gear for 4 synchro pre A plus £76.80

Engines:
Visit our website for the full
ENGINE PARTS LISTINGS
www.minispares.com/engines

Brakes:
For BRAKES go to:
www.minispares.com/brakes

Gaskets:
For GASKETS go to:
www.minispares.com/gaskets

For ELECTRICS go to:
www.minispares.com/electrics

Gearboxes & Diffs
For GEARBOXES go to:
www.minispares.com/gearboxes

Clutches:
For CLUTCHES go to:
www.minispares.com/drivetrain

Suspension:
For SUSPENSION go to:
www.minispares.com/suspension

Exhausts:
For EXHAUSTS go to:
www.minispares.com/exhausts

Brightwork:
For BRIGHTWORK go to:
www.minispares.com/brightwork

Steering:
For STEERING go to:
www.minispares.com/steering

Electrics:

Cooper S 7.5”disc and EBC pads MS35 . . . . Pr £53.95
8.4” disc and Mintex pads MSSK014 . . . . . . Pr £29.32
8.4”vented disc and pads MS39 . . . . . . . . . . Pr £50.06
S caliper Mini Spares  R/H 27H4656MS . . . . . . £72.00
S caliper Mini Spares  L/H 27H4657MS . . . . . . £72.00
8.4” type Mini Spares caliper R/H 37H8128 . . . . £65.17
8.4” type Mini Spares caliper L/H 37H8129 . . . . £65.17
S Disc conv. + Mini Spares caliper C-AJJ4028MS £481.56
S Disc conv + AP caliper & Timken bearings . . . £602.04
S brake disc shield set MSSK1400 R/H . . . . . . . £24.86
S brake disc shield set MSSK1401 L/H . . . . . . . £24.94
MK1/2 brake servo cast body 21A1293 . . . £216.00
Mk3 servo and non gen fitting kit SEN43 . . £144.00
Servo 1988 on GSM119 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £126.00
Single line plastic canister GMC171 . . . . . . . £44.40
Single line metal canister GMC171ORIGINAL . . . £66.96

The Choice is Yours!
Mini Spares offers you the choice of
genuine BL/Rover parts or of more

affordable or better value alternatives
of the best quality available.

Drivetrain:
For DRIVETRAIN go to:
www.minispares.com/drivetrain

www.minispares.com
All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either 
Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.                     Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702

Please note that prices can change during the period that the magazines are
printing - check website for up-to-date prices.

£85.80

Package
Price

www.minispares.com
Visit the official MiniSpares.com website for pictures,
downloads, catalogues, current prices & special deals

Mail Order - 01707 607700
Mail Order also available direct from Mini Spares North 

Call 01423 881800 to order

Quite simply the Largest Stocks of Mini Spares in the World!

Mobile & tablet friendly

The Largest Stocks of
Mini Parts 
in the World

Close
to A1M
& M25

Next to
M5 (J2)
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mini spares - London mini spares - Midlands mini spares - North

Now
Open!

Shop on-line         at www.minispares.com - or visit our 3 great stores

The World Famous Mini Spares Centre Ltd......is the foremost authority and the largeststockist of classic Mini parts in the world!• Annual turnover in excess of £15 million • Our huge buying power = the mostcompetitive prices on the best quality parts!• We offer our own unique range ofexclusively designed or tooled up items.• Knowledgeable technical assistance staff

Free
Catalogue!

New!
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

November magazine – 1st October
December magazine – 1st November
January magazine – 1st December

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 1st day 
of each month. The production of a magazine 
starts a month before the due publishing date. 
Please submit copy to the Editor only. 

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments. 

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide. Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately. Email to editor@minicooper.org 

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.

Contents

Recognised as a Single-Make Car Club by
The Royal Automobile Club Motor Sports 

Association Limited
Mini Cooper Register formed as a Club in 1986

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this publication are purely those of the contributors and should 
not be construed as the policies of either the club or committee. Whilst every care is taken 
to ensure the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted by the 
authors of Mini Cooper Register for loss, damage or injury caused by errors in, or omissions 
from the information given.

Printed by: The Lavenham Press, Arbons House, 47 Water Street, Lavenham, 
Suffolk, CO10 9RN   Tel : 01787 247 436

Contents copyright 
© Mini Cooper Register 2017   
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Cooper World is printed on well-managed FSC 
paper using vegetable-based inks. Printing plates are 
aluminium and are recycled, as are any surplus/old 
inks while printing blankets are shredded and used for 
rubberised play areas and footpaths. The wrapping it 
comes in is degradable and will break down in the soil.

Cooper disclaimer 
The Cooper logo is the property of John 
Michael Cooper and should not be used 
without prior permission.
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Chairman 
Robert Young 
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
chairman@minicooper.org

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton,  
Hants, SO31 8FJ 
02380 560073 (H) 
vicechairman@minicooper.org

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman 
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun,  
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN 
01302 883550 (H) 
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage 
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley Wood,  
Birmingham, B37 7NE 
0121 680 1814 (H) 
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
exworks@minicooper.org
Appendix K Register 
Russell Earnshaw 
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill,  
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899 
appendixK@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK I Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR 01827 830539 
mk1Sregistrar@minicooper.org
Cooper MK I Register 
Barbara Alexander 
Hollam Farm Cottage, 76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL 
01329 841225 
mk1registrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK II Register 
Nick Hunter 
01785 813693 
mk2Sregistrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper MK II Register 
Graham E Robinson 
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex, SS3 0HW 
01702 219298 
mk2registrar@minicooper.org
Cooper S MK III Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar 
mk3Sregistrar@minicooper.org
RSP Cooper Register 
Roger Hunt  
Red Lion Lodge, Clopton, Kettering,  
Northamptonshire, NN14 3DZ  
01832 720571 
rsp@minicooper.org
Rover Cooper Register 
John Parnell 
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, London N21 1JE 
020 8886 8226 
rovercooper@minicooper.org 
Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register 
Steve Burkinshaw 
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD 
01923 855971 
coachbuilt@minicooper.org
Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register  
David Davies 
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF 
01244 332282 
expolice@minicooper.org
Innocenti Cooper Register 
Foster Charlton 
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, NE28 7QU  
0191 2639019 
innocenti@minicooper.org
Mini Super Register 
Garry Dickens 
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset,  
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)  
super@minicooper.org 
1275GT Register 
Alan Clark 
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE  
0118 9423778 
1275gt@minicooper.org
Modern MINI Cooper Register 
David Young 
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, TN32 5QW 
01580 830000 
newmini@minicooper.org
Non Cooper Register 
Jonathan Voss 
474a Earlham Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR4 7HP  
07477 717199 Please call after 18:30pm 
noncooper@minicooper.org

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Webmaster 
Mike Bennett 
45 The Park, Penketh, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 2SG 
01925 727479 (H) 
webmaster@minicooper.org 
Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma 
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB 
0208 898 9476 (H) 
editor@minicooper.org 
Membership Administration 
Sarah Monk 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House, 
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284 
mcr@minicooper.org

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
membership@minicooper.org
Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
events@minicooper.org
Competition Secretary 
Peter Moss 
The Dower House, Rogate, West Sussex, GU31 5EG 
01730 818336 (H) 
competition@minicooper.org 
Club Shop 
Sally Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, Hants. SO31 8FJ  
02380 560073 (H) 
regalia@minicooper.org
Regional Co-ordinator 
Richard Sign 
Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield,  
Southampton, SO45 1XL 
07968 307689 
regions@minicooper.org
Public Relations 
Lorraine Hampson 
The Beeches, Kiln Way, Grayshott, Hants. GU26 6JF 
01428 712154 
pr@minicooper.org 
Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt 
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ 
01923 816757 
cars@minicooper.org
Youth Co-ordinator 
Sarah Voss 
0/2, 49 Kelvinside Drive, Glasgow, G20 6QD 
07988 864002 
youthcoordinator@minicooper.org 
Non Designated Committee Members 
Rod Chilcot 01707 650107 

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
archivist@minicooper.org
Heritage Liaison 
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary  
heritage@minicooper.org

DVLA V765 Contact  
(Vehicle Registration Recovery) 
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476 
v765@minicooper.org

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rauno Aaltonen
Peter Baldwin
Warwick Banks
Peter Browning
Willy Cave
Ron Crellin
Ginger Devlin
Paul Easter
Paddy Hopkirk
Bill Price
John Rhodes
Gordon Spice
Stuart Turner
Julien Vernaeve
Basil Wales 
Lady Watson (Christabel Carlisle)
Barrie Williams
Mike Wood

Facebookwww.facebook.com/
minicooperregister

https://twitter.com/
cooperregister

www.minicooper.org
forum.minicooper.org 



www.cherishedvehicleinsurance.co.uk
0333 003 8162 Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai

Cherished Vehicle
Insurance Services

Classic Mini Insurance
                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
Classic Mini Insurance

for your pride & joy

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services is a trading name of A-Plan Holdings who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered 
Offi ce: 2 Des Roches Square, Witney, OX28 4LE. Registered in England. Registration Number 750484  CVI 085 04/17

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.

0512 CVI Cooperworld A4 Colour Advert 24.04.17.indd   1 27/04/2017   12:19
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INSURANCE FOR  
MINI COOPER REGISTER 
ATTENDANCE AT SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and 
members against a variety of claims. The key area it covers is 
‘Public Liability’ and this means accidental injury to or damage to 
the property of members of the public.

The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at 
shows where we run a stand. There are an increasing number of 
shows featuring the Mini or classic cars generally which we are 
planning to attend with Committee-organised stands, plus many 
regions already attend local shows, and there may be others that 
we are less aware of. Our public liability insurance will, we hope, 
never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a 
member of the public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the 
ambulance-chasing practices of many legal advisers today, makes a 
claim against us. 

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only 
offer that protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini 
Cooper Register presence. If the stand organizer lets me know 
(address, phone number and e-mail address at the front of the 
magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal 
claim by our insurance. The club cannot pick up liability after the 
event without prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers 
risks in the UK.

So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor 
and me at the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, 
and you and your organising team are covered by insurance.

Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE  
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your membership card 
at the following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON  
– 10% off the vast majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK  
– various discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS  
– help if undergoing a major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES,  
WINCHCOMBE. GLOS  
– Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order from website. 
Discount to members on production of membership card.  
01242 609598 bullmotifminispares.com formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS  
– 10% off most goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS  
– 10% off everything but will offer more depending on amount purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE  
– See advert inside front cover for contact details. Discount available 
to Mini Cooper Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS  
– www.bjacoustic.com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE  
– 10% discount and agreed value on cars over 5 years old  
01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE  
– 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET  
– 15% off books, manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK  
01963 442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B 
– Cork, Ireland (MCR member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337 
www.oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS  
– 10% discount, supply and supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.
co.uk 07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS  
– Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, Spain.  
www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE  
– 0121 246 8089 or 0845 373 4777  
or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT  
– Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B. 
10% discount, Jim Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE  
– Unit 2, Shipyard Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 
01903 715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk   
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini specialist ex 
JCW chief technician - will give 10% discount to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH  
– Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts in 
CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk  
01473 740148 

TMS MOTORSPORT  
– 10% off Motorsport and Tuning Products www.tmsmotorsport.co.uk. 
Tel. 01189 485132

Back Copies of  
the Magazine
These are now available  
online via the Website 

at a cost of £3.50 each  
plus p&p

Missing 
Magazines
Sometimes magazines  
go astray.

If your magazine does not 
arrive by the middle of  
the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do 
not have email facilities) on 

01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 
Contributions
IMPORTANT -  
PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be 
received by the 1st of the 
month for the following 
month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 
contributions for the 
magazine sent by email, 
so if you do not receive 
an email back from me it 
almost certainly means I 
have not received it. Please 
telephone me after a day 
or so to check if you do not 
hear from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press 
administer the membership -  

see details on page 4. 
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EDITORIAL
I always have, and still do, enjoy going 

to a variety of Mini and none Mini 
specific shows, but I do sometimes 
struggle to decide which of the many 
shows and events that are now put 
on I should go to that I will find both 
interesting and enjoyable. Of course, 
one show that I would not miss is 
our very own National Mini Day at 
Beaulieu, since for me, it ticks all the 
boxes. However, this year there was 
also another event that I was not going 
to miss, and not just because I had 

played a small part in helping to put the event together, but because it 
was going to be a very special and somewhat different event. 

The event was called Works Mini in Abingdon or WMIA for short, 
and the main premise of it was to try and bring together as many 
surviving Works Minis as possible, in Abingdon itself, along with 
as many of the former Abingdon Competitions Department 
employees that could attend. The organiser of the event was John 
McIntosh and he has kindly written an article about the event and 
accompanied it with some great photos that capture some of the 
highlights. Then to complement John’s article, Cliff Porter, our 
regular contributor, has also written an article about the event 
but from the perspective of a car park marshal. And to top that, 
Robert Young has appropriately touched on the event too in his 
Ex-Works and Competition Car Register.

Sticking with the Abingdon theme for just a bit longer, Peter Barker 
has sent me the next instalment of his series of interview articles 

with some of the individuals who were part of the Abingdon 
Competitions Department, and this month he has covered the 
incomparable Paddy Hopkirk.

Then, Graham Robinson, our Cooper Mk11 Registrar, has written 
an article about an event which he has been involved with 
organising and which this year marks its 30th anniversary, that event 
being the track day known as Coopers at Castle Combe. This is an 
event I am ashamed to admit I have not attended in all those years, 
but I hope to put that right soon, as, from Graham’s account, it 
sounds like a very enjoyable event indeed.

There are two more event articles I should like to mention 
covering touring runs. The first of these is written by Justin 
Ridyard, who is also appropriately the organiser of the run event 
known amusingly as the Ham Sandwich Run. Amazingly, this event 
is celebrating its 21st anniversary this year too. The other event, 
which Pete Cresswell has a hand in organising, is the Summer 
Tour run which takes place in and around Mid Staffordshire and 
Shropshire. From Pete’s account it seems to be a very popular run 
as it takes in places of interest and I don’t necessarily mean stop-
offs at nice watering holes, although there usually is one at the end 
of the run!

Paul Sulma 

Trade Supporter
2017



and enjoy the Irish food, drink and hospitality plus the stunning scenery. A 
full report should appear next month in CooperWorld. 

Which brings me to next year’s run, which you will have read in last 
month's issue will be ‘Minis to the Alps’. Having taken a consensus of past 
participants, we decided to give Monte Carlo a well earned rest for next 
year. It also means, once we finish the event, we are placed just over 
500 miles away from Calais, rather than 750 miles. This will make the 
often tedious journey back home somewhat easier. You will see a small 
information advert in these pages outlining a rough itinerary and the dates. 

We have yet to fix a price for the trip, as we are carefully watching the 
fluctuating and often downward trend of Sterling against the Euro before 
we do commit. We aim to make a very minimal profit on these events – the 
downside of which is we are very vulnerable should the pound drop further 
between when we fix our price and when we depart next September. With 
these volatile post Brexit days, this is a big risk which we as club do not wish 
to end up on the wrong side of. Entries will open on the 5th November - 
not before - but we will be seeking expressions of interest before that date 
and you will be placed on the email list to receive an entry form on the 5th 
November. Email Lesley Young membership@minicooper.org if you wish 
to go on the list. It is expected that entries will be in high demand for these 
ever popular events, so if you are interested, I’d advise you not to delay.

The Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show to be held on 10th -12th 
November at the NEC in Birmingham is nearly upon us and, as usual, 

we will be there at this prestige event with a large club stand. Justin Ridyard, 
our hard working Events Co-ordinator, will again, be putting it all together 
for us and it will, I’m sure, be of a high standard with a fine selection of cars 
on our display. However, this NEC show is a heavy commitment for the 
club both financially and in time. With just a small team in place, largely from 
the south coast, it would be brilliant to cut the expense and commitment, if 
members located within easy striking distance of Birmingham offered to run 
the show. It appears, despite a good number of members living in the area, 
all seem unable or unwilling to help run the show. Nonetheless, the NEC is 
very important for us to be seen at and I know many members look to the 
club as focal point for their annual visit to this massive show. 

So, do drop by and visit the club stand and say hello. We are in hall 4, 
stand number 480. We always have a successful membership drive at the 
show and welcome lots of new members. Also, to save some cash, don’t 
forget that discounted tickets are available using the appropriate code in 
the shows advert that was in CooperWorld recently. See you there. 

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

With the autumn now well and truly 
with us, the classic car season is 

closing down as cars revert to being winter 
garage queens. It is a shame that many of 
our Classic Minis are no longer daily drives, 
as they once were, let along run in the 
winter but, of course, the BMW MINI is 
not, at the moment at least, treated in the 
same way. And whilst we do have a good 
number of members who simply have a 
MINI (nothing wrong with that, we are 
pleased to have you) I do know many more 
have both and this allows them to be in a 

Mini all year round. Having fallen into that duel ownership bracket for the 
last six months, the MINI as a daily drive is a superb car and one that those 
few who doubt the MINI’s parentage, should give a try. Less we not forget, 
the MINI was substantially designed by Rover and would have been built 
and produced by them had they not been bought out. Rover’s loss was 
BMW’s gain. The build quality of the MINI is, without doubt, streets ahead 
of anything Rover ever produced in the Classic Mini. Even to the end, the 
Mini was still very rust prone, as anyone with the very last Minis will attest. 
So, at least with the winter ahead of us, I don’t feel worried about getting 
the MINI wet and dirty whilst keeping the classic Minis tucked up in the 
warm. The MINI doesn’t leak, isn’t draughty, starts first time every time and 
is an absolute hoot to drive. I’m sure many feel the same.

However, having said that, it does a classic Mini no good to simply leave it to 
its own devices for six months. I’d advise, if you don’t take the wheels and 
tyres off and place the car on axle stands, to pump the tyres up very hard 
to avoid flat spots. I’d also certainly, as an absolute must, drain off the fuel in 
the car. Not only will it go off sufficiently in six months so that it will never 
fire – more importantly it will progressively eat into your rubber hoses and 
connections - why the EU demanded an increase in the Ethanol content of 
our fuel, which eats rubber on older cars, is beyond me. I’d also advocate 
putting the battery on a trickle charge, so that it’s fighting fit come the 
spring. It’s also a good idea to just turn the engine over once in a while to 
prevent condensation getting a hold on rings and bearings etc. Finally, if the 
garage is damp, I’d give the car a good wax before hibernation and it’s also a 
good idea to cover the car – I can recommend the MCR’s car cover which 
is nicely fitted and not expensive. Roll on the spring!

Talking of using your Classic Mini, by the time that you read this the club's 
‘Minis to Ireland’ run will just have finished where we saw 34 Classic 

Minis and 6 BMW MINIS enter for our biennial trip to Ireland. This time we 
journeyed up to the north west of Ireland to take in more fabulous roads 

We welcome the following new members who joined during August

NEW MEMBERS
William & Alison Nairn, Cumnock Ayrshire

Lee & Ewan Grant, Maidstone, Kent

Tim Wright, London

Stuart Rossi, Worksop, Notts

Toby Knight, Ringwood, Hampshire

Stephen Mitchell, Diss, Norfolk

Andrew Cullen, Washington, USA

Steven Smith, Bacup, Lancashire

Stephen Calvert, Llanelli, Carmarthenshire

Gary Dalton, Peterborough Cambridgeshire

Mark Anderson, Coventry, West Midlands

Jim MacDougall, Ayr, South Ayrshire

John Griffiths, Nelson, Caerphilly

Macdonald Hughes, Glenrothes, Fife

Louisa Coan & Robert Hooper, Bristol, South Glos

Chris Moss, Lincoln, Lincolnshire

Ian Lilly, Hitchin, Herts

Wim Morrenhof, Limburg, Netherlands

Paul Ventress, York, North Yorkshire
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Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316    

Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk    
Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED

9 Harris Road,  
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate,  
Calne, Wiltshire  SN11 9PT   ADDRESS

nEW 

SM050 A5 Advert.indd   1 09/03/2016   11:52

Trade Supporter
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The Wipers trip costs just £275 per car based on two people sharing. 
The plan is to be on the ferry to Calais on the 7th followed by the 
journey to Wipers on Tulips. Once in Ypres, drinks in the bar, before 
witnessing the last post at the Menin Gate, which will then be followed 
by a three course meal in a local restaurant in walking distance from the 
hotel. On Sunday 8th after breakfast, we will visit the Sanctuary Wood 
Trenches to get a feel of 1918 and pay our respects. Finally, a scenic 
journey back to Calais, again on Tulips. I expect the trip to be sold out 
early in September; however, we will open a reserve list so contact me 
for further details.

That’s all for now!

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304) 330715 
Tel: events@minicooper.org 

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

E vents were well attended by MCR 
members in August; we were 

represented at Croft Nostalgia at the 
Croft Circuit near Darlington, the 
Cambridge Mini Chill and the Mini Festival 
at Oulton Park, and all were superb 
events again this year. The Ham Sandwich 
Run was also a great success again this 
year, so please see a full report on it 
elsewhere in CooperWorld. I am already 
looking forward to the 2018 event. 

I hope to see many of you again this year 
at the NEC which is coming up in early 
November. Don’t forget to book your 

tickets online, use discount code CSCMS17 for single tickets at £21.50 
and CFCMS17 for family tickets at £48.00. 

I am slightly disappointed to hear that we will not be represented at 
the Manchester show this year. However, I understand the logistics 
concerned in having a stand at such a show but it does highlight that 
we are light on keen members to organise things in certain areas of the 
country and it’s down to the same old faces to make things happen. We 
will try to address this. 

On the other side of the coin I have been very pleased with the 
response to the Mini Wipers trip to Belgium, on the 7th to 8th July 
2018. It proves that a drive your car weekend trip is a popular event 
for the club to run, and so we should do more going forward. Perhaps 
another trip to Champagne is on the cards, or maybe the Nurbugring? 

EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard
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EVENTS CALENDAR
Key

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand Italics = 
Regional MCR event/attendance

October 2017

Event: British Mini Fair 2 
Date: 15th October 
Location: Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire  
Contact: Worcestershire Region. Mick Rowley -  
rminimick@aol.com

Event: Off Peak Run 
Date: 21st-22nd October 
Location: Peak District 
Contact: Sarah Voss –  
youthcoordinator@minicooper.org

November 2017

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Car Show 
Date: 10th - 12th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham  
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org 

Event: Northumberland Borders Rally 
Date: 18th November 
Location: Northumberland and Borders  
Contact: http://www.northumberlandbordersrally.
co.uk/

January 2018

Event: MINI FAIR 
Date: 28th January 2018 
Location: Bingley Hall, Staffordshire County Showground 
Contact: https://britishminiclub.co.uk/

Event: MCR Hinton Firs Weekend 
Date: 27th-28th January 2018 
Location: Bournemouth 
Contact: Josh Bromage secretary@minicooper.org 
or telephone 07950 753299

February 2018

Event: London Classic Car Show 
Date: 15-18th February 2018 
Location: ExCeL London 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

Event: Hero Winter Challenge to Monte Carlo 
Date: 18th – 22nd February 2018 
Location: Le Touquet to Monte Carlo 
Contact: http://heroevents.eu/event-type/winter-challenge/

February 2018

Event: London Classic Car Show 
Date: 15-18th February 2018 
Location: ExCeL Londo 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

Event: Hero Winter Challenge to Monte Carlo 
Date: 18th – 22nd February 2018 
Location: Le Touquet to Monte Carlo 
Contact: http://heroevents.eu/event-type/winter-challenge/

March 2018

Event: Goodwood Members Meeting 
Date: 17th – 18th March 2018 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: https://www.goodwood.com/flagship-events/
members-meeting/

Event: Brooklands Mini Day 
Date: 25th March 2018 
Location: Brooklands Museum Trust Ltd, Brooklands Road, 
Weybridge. KT13 0QN 
Contact: https://www.brooklandsmuseum.com/

Event: Practical Classic’s Restoration Show 
Date: 23rd – 25th March 
Location: NEC, Birmingham 
Contact: http://www.practicalclassics.co.uk/

April 2018

Event: Lincoln BIG Mini Day 
Date: 15th April 
Location: Brayford Waterfront, Lincoln, Lincolnshire 
Contact: Mike Bilton mjbilko@tiscali.co.uk

Event: Blyton Park – MK1 Action Day 
Date: TBC April 
Location: Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. Track day at Blyton 
Park for MK1 Mini’s. 
Contact: http://mk1-performance-conversions.co.uk/
action-day.htm

Event: Donington Historic Festival 
Date: TBC April 
Location: Donington 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

May 2018

Event: DEWS Classic Car Show & Classic Run 
Date: TBC May 
Location: Brian Whitehead Sports Ground, Downton, Wilts 
Contact: www.dewsc.org.uk

Event: Himley Hall 
Date: 13th May 2018 
Location: Nr Dudley, West Mildands, DY3 4DF 
Contact: https://britishminiclub.co.uk/

Event: Miniworld Riveria Run 
Date: 12th -13th May 
Location: Newquay, Devon 
Contact: www.miniworld.co.uk

Event: IMM Portugal 
Date: 17th-23rd May 2018 
Location: Praia de Mira, Portugal 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

Event: LSMOC London to Brighton Run 
Date: 20th May 2018 
Location: Praia de Mira, Portugal 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

June 2018

Event: National Metro & Mini Show 2018 
Date: 3rd June 2018 
Location: Gaydon 
Contact: https://www.britishmotormuseum.co.uk/events/
national-metro-and-mini-show

Event: MCR National Mini Cooper Day 
Date: 10th June 
Location: Beaulieu. Static show with trade stands 
and concours judging. Also includes an autojumble. It 
is open to all marques of Minis/MINI’s.  
Contact: beaulieu@minicooper.org

Event: Double Twelve Motorsport Festival 
Date: TBC June 
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com

July 2018

Event: Minis Wipers  
Date: 7th-8th July 
Location: Ypres Belgium  
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org 

Event: Classic Le Mans 
Date: 6th - 7th – 8th July 
Location: Le Mans, France 
Contact: http://www.lemansclassic.com/language/en/home/

Event: Festival of Speed 
Date: July TBC 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Lavender Run 
Date: TBC July 
Location: Worcester 
Contact: http://www.rdcc.org.uk/lavender.aspx

September 2018

Event: Minis to the Alps  
Date: 15th – 22nd September 
Location: France  
Contact: Lesley Young -  
membership@minicooper.org

Minis to the Alps
15th to 21st September 2018

Proposed Itinerary:

Starting, Maidstone, Kent 15th

Kent to Reims 16th

Reims to Colmar 17th

Colmar to Nantua 18th

Nantua to Gap 19th

Gap to Aix-les-Bains 20th

Aix-les-Bains to Evian-les-Bains 21st

Another stunning and interesting route is planned.  

Entry fee, per car for two people, will include return ferry crossing, seven nights’ dinner, 
bed and breakfast in excellent hotels, comprehensive roadbook and rally plates.

For all further details, including entry fee - see advert in November CooperWorld.   
Entries will open 5th November - we expect entries to go with a 'bang!' - on a first 
come first served basis.   

We will be seeking expressions of interest before that date and you will be placed 
on the email list to receive an entry form on the 5th November.  Email Lesley 
Young - membership@minicooper.org if you wish to go on the list. 

Secretary of the Meeting - Lesley Young - membership@minicooper.org

Forward Notice



Coopers at Castle Combe 30th Anniversary 
By Graham Robinson

EVENTS

I can’t believe this is the 30th Anniversary of the MCR Coopers at 
Castle Combe event and our 30 year association with Bristol Pegasus 

Motor Club (BPMC). It all started with an enquiry to hold a track day at 
the circuit back in 1987. We were advised that all available dates were 
booked but the Bristol Aeroplane Company Motor Club, as BPMC were 
previously known, were struggling for entries and we might be able to 
join in with them. The rest is history and it was up with the birds for the 
long journey to Wiltshire. Accompanying me on the journey this time was 
Philip Brent. Philip was at the first event and would be completing the full 
set in 2017. Sadly though, without his trusty blue 1380 Austin Mini which 
he had taken to all the previous events. 

The journey west was easy for me this time because Philip did all 
the driving. With clear skies ahead the weather for the day looked 
promising. I’d taken the precaution to check the weather forecast and 
the outlook was good with patchy cloud but warm temperatures and 
no rain - unlike the afternoon session last year. 

We arrived at the circuit just before 8:00am to find most of the MCR 
members queuing to sign on. A change to the process meant that 
signing on could not start until 8:00am hence the queue. With signing 
on and scrutineering completed, it was off to the important drivers’ 
safety briefing by David da Costa our instructor for the day. With all the 
formalities completed and the appropriate wristband attached, next 
was the most important part of the day - breakfast!!

As 9:00am approached the queue in the paddock for the first run of 
the day was not quite as long as last year. No doubt everyone had seen 
the favourable weather forecast and there was less urgency to get their 
runs in early. As is now tradition, Minis were at the front of the queue 
and lead the way onto the circuit as 9 o’clock ticked by. 

With the significance of the event, I am grateful to Mark Feetham and 
Mark Whitchurch for bringing their Cooper Car Co cars along too. Then 
with Nick Stansmore’s BRG S it was going to be quite a treat to see all 
3 on the track together. But that was to be later in the morning because 
Mark Whitchurch had been delayed on his way to the circuit. A few 
sessions in saw Colin Woodage take to the track with another gaggle 
of Minis. All was going well and quite a lot of fun was being had by all. 
However, exiting Quarry on his third lap, Colin experienced a hesitation 
in the car but was able to continue. At the same point on his fourth lap 
the hesitation happen again but, once more, Colin was able to continue, 
however, by now he was way behind the others. The fifth time he exited 
Quarry the engine cut out completely and he was forced to pull the car 
off into the infield between Quarry and the Esses. As soon as the car was 
back in the paddock the bonnet was up, and with plenty of experienced 
Mini people on hand the investigation began. At first it was thought to be 
a fuel problem, but a thorough check of the system proved that not to be 
the case. It had to an electrical problem and that is where their attention 
focused. Sometime later though, it was proved to be a problem with the 
rev counter and after disconnecting it, the engine fired up first time. Colin 
was relieved it happened when it did and not the Minis to Ireland run he 
was going on later in September. Not delayed too much he was already 
queuing for his next track session. 

John Kennedy was back with us this year but I was a little concerned 
when I spoke to him after his first run. Last year he shared the drive 
with his son David and they both really enjoyed the experience. Not so 
this time by the look on John’s face. He said he felt quite nervous and 
uneasy during his first session. I suggested having a couple of session with 
the Racing School Instructor just to get a bit of reassurance that he was 
doing things correctly. When I saw him later in the day he said how much 
he had enjoyed the day from his hesitant start.

By the time Mark Whitchuch arrived we were half way through the 
morning session. Without delay, all the formalities were completed and 
a quick check over the car and Mark was lining up with two other BRG 
cars in the queue for our first treat of the day. Philip Brent and I hurried 
off to Quarry to take some photos of the event but for which I can only 
apologies. I used to think I was pretty good with a 35mm SLR but not 
so with these digital thingies. What a sight! 3 BRG Minis taking Quarry at 
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Mark Whitchurch at Quarry



EVENTS

speed with Phil Thompson in his 1380 Mini keeping them honest. You 
may remember Phil had problems with his brake master cylinder last 
year but that was history. When I caught up with them in the paddock 
they all had big smiles on their faces. They obviously enjoyed it. 

I was pleased that Bob and James Oliver were able to join us this 
year. They have supported many of these events over the years and 
it was good to welcome them back. In contrast it was Ian Williams 
and Dan Howell’s first time with us in Ian’s very nice LHD MkI S. 
No early start for them, having the benefit of living only 20minutes 
away from the circuit. The morning session continued in an orderly 
fashion and closed right on time at 12:30pm.

During the morning I mentioned to all the MCR members that the 
lunch break would be an ideal opportunity for a group photo for the 
30th anniversary of the event. I’m pleased to say that former Essex 
Region member, Stephen Hall, who had been at the very first Coopers 
at Castle Combe had managed to pop in and join us with his family 
on their way to Devon for a holiday. Over lunch, the clear skies of 
the morning were turning cloudier and I was beginning to doubt the 
weather forecast. By the time the afternoon session began the cloud 
was thickening from the west, a strong breeze had picked up and the 
temperature dropped. By the looks of it, it had not gone unnoticed by 
anybody because the queues in the paddock were at 2016 proportions. 

I’m pleased to say that Bernard Twist had joined us again but only just. 
Bernard put in a late entry and I advised him that all our allocated 
places had been filled but he could take a chance and be a reserve. 
With the agreement from my counterpart at BPMC I advised Bernard 
to come along early, get all the formalities done and wait to see if a 
place became available. As luck would have it, he was in. Gone were 
the electrical gremlins of last year and he was able to enjoy the morning 
and afternoon track sessions trouble free. I know I have said it before, 
if you get the opportunity to see Bernard’s car in the metal, you will be 
impressed by the way he has engineered the car. Great stuff!!

Another all Mini session was forming up in the paddock and I have 
to thanks the BPMC paddock marshals for putting these together 
for us. For me it was time to head out to Bobbies chicane for some 
more poor quality photos. As I headed off, the sky was very dark 
and there was a definite threat of rain and me with no coat or 
umbrella. I just got to Westway, the corner after Bobbies in time 
to see four Minis exiting the chicane with Mark Feetham leading 
the pack followed Mark Whitchurch, Nick Stansmore and Phil 
Thompson. What a sight! What a sound too! John Kennedy had 
found his confidence and was lapping just behind the front group at a 
good pace too. Colin Woodage was back on track after his morning 
woes and driving enthusiastically using every inch of the curb exiting 
Bobbies. Fortunately for me, the rain held off and I was able to 
make it back to the paddock for mine and Philip’s final runs. 
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Colin Woodage uses some of the kerb exiting Bobbies

30th Anniversary Group Photo 

Four Minis at close quarters 

Three Cooper Car Co cars power through Quarry
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EVENTS

By 3:30pm the queues in the paddock were still very long and I doubted 
that Philip and I would actually get our final runs in. I think the fact 
that it had brightened up, encouraged those who had completed their 
scheduled runs to queue in the hope of an extra run. On my run I went 
out just in front of Keith Barnes returning in his Suzuki Swift powered 
Mini. It was no contest. One lap in, a neat pass and that’s the last we saw 
of him. Later I learnt that Bob and James Oliver had similar intentions 
for their latest Mini projects. Bob was taking the same route as Keith 
and using a Suzuki engine, whereas James was thinking of taking a more 
conventional option using a ‘K’ series engine. Asked if we could expect to 
see them next year? They answered in unison, “Doubtful”. 

At 4:45pm cars for the final track session of the day were filing out as 
Philip turned under the Avon Bridge at the end of his final run. Our day 
was done. When we returned to our usual parking area behind the Tavern 
Cafe everyone was all packed up and ready for the journey home. It had 
been a very enjoyable day and worthy of the 30th Anniversary of the event. 
Great cars, great track action and great company. Many thanks to everyone 
who came along to support the event, entrants and spectators alike. 
Memorable? Yes it was. Can we do it again next year? I hope so.

I think it only right to thank all the MCR members and their friends who 
have supported the event over the last 30 years and all those listed 
below who started it all off way back in 1987.

Andrew Wildblood, Neal Padgett, Nick Plankenhorn, James Ellis, Philip 
Splett, Neil Anderson, Pat Healy,Philip Brent, Vic Wilson, Dave Ward 
(John White), John Lafferty, Michael Elkins, Roger Hill, Stephen Hall, 
Richard Green, Rick Piper, Mike Feetham, Arni Wookey,Colin Rich, 
Mark Elliss, Simon Emmens and Eddie Semmens. 

Many thanks to Peter Stowe of BPMC for sending me the full 1987 Entry list. 
I would also like to thank Bristol Pegasus Motor Club for inviting us to share 
their day for the last 30 years and the long association between our clubs.

Graham Robinson 

Mark Whitchurch leads the way into Bobbies

Four BRG Minis all in a row

John Kennedy lets Dan Howell and Ian 
Williams through on the inside of Westway

Bob Oliver’s MKIII S heading up the next all Mini session
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BRYAN PURVES LTD 
MINI ‘WORKS’ REPLICA SPECIALIST 

T:  E:  

Years of experience and skill has spread our reputation throughout the world. At the heart of this success lies a commitment to creating quality 
products that are a pleasure to own. CRAFTSMANSHIP: The essential principles remain the same: Quality, Strength, Style and Performance  
In addition our specialist services include; Electroplating, Hood Manufacture, Interior Trimming, Upholstery 

We have over 100 mini related items for sale on our website – here is a small selection 

 www.bryanpurves.co.uk  

 

  

 
Roll Cage – John Aley  

Non FIA 

 
BMC Mud-flaps – 
manufactured in rubber to 
original dimensions 

 
Dynalite Lucas C40 Type 

 

 

Trade Supporter
2017

bryanpurves1@gmail.com

Competition Semi Synthetic 
Millers Engine Oil – CTV 20W50

Headlight coversWall plaqueRear seat tool roll

Rear towing eye Spot light bracket Irvin full harness seat belt Works tool bag 

Hours of business
Tuesday, Wednesday,  
Thursday 9.00 am  
to 5.00 pm
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Works Minis in Abingdon 2017
By John McIntosh

EVENTS

It was Bill Price’s fault, yes, in so many ways it was Bill’s fault.

Bill retains today his strong enthusiasm for motoring and motor sport. 
Not only is he the author of a number of excellent motoring books, 
including his history of the BMC-BL Competitions Department - 25 
Years in Motorsport, he also continues to display the organisational 
talents that served Comps so well. 

In 2015, on the back of MG Live!, Bill ran an event to mark the 60th 
anniversary of the formation of the BMC Competitions Department. 
The event was excellent, bringing together a tremendous variety 
of some of the Works cars that BMC and BL competed with, plus a 
good number of the people that made it happen. The bad weather 
at the event played a part too though. It was atrocious, and whilst a 
number of the Works Mini owners were huddled under a dripping 
awning, someone raised the idea of ‘us’ running a similar event. 
I don’t recall who the guilty party was now but it wasn’t me (it 
could have been me - editor). However, as I had form in putting on 
something similar in the past, eyes then turned in my direction. I’d 
previously ran an event some years ago the day before the MCR 
Beaulieu Mini Cooper Day in Fort Blockhouse Gosport, which 
included a chance to look in detail, at the Ex-Works Minis which 
attended, a BBQ and one or two beers. Quite what I was letting 
myself in for this time I didn’t realise as I nodded whilst sipping a 
lukewarm coffee in the rain.

The idea bubbled away in my head and Paul Sulma kept on calling 
me to tell me that we should do it, whilst that chap Price continued 
to gently encourage me too. My masterstroke was to harness 
their enthusiasm and to persuade them both to join me in forming 
a committee! A little while later, I was particularly relieved when 
Andrew Bond, the MCR’s former PR officer, came on board to help 
with the media aspects of the event. We decided that Abingdon 
should be the focus of the event if at all possible, particularly when 
Bill mentioned that the hangars used by Comps and ST at one point 
during the 1960s were still standing. It turned out that William, 
the son of Alec Poole of 1960s and 1970s Mini racing fame, was 
employed by the estates management company and made the 
contacts for us to talk to UK Mail who currently lease the hangar 
buildings. Though bemused by our interest and wary of security, 
they were open to helping us from the outset. With that in the bag it 
had to be Abingdon.

What we needed next was a venue. Right from the start I was 
determined it was going to be more than a one-day event. Please 
don’t get the idea that I’m an alcoholic, but beer played a part in all 
of this. I was in the Mini Cooper Club in my teens and joined the 
MCR not long after it formed, I’ve been showing cars at Beaulieu 
and other occasional events for decades, but parking the car in 
a field has its limitations, particularly when you shouldn’t really 
be buying any more parts from the autojumble. I wanted to have Classic Works Mini rear ends

Nicely lined up Works Minis at Abingdon army Barracks

A well detailed Works 
Mini engine bay Ex Works veterans but looking like they did 50 years ago
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his cars over from Northern Ireland but he had suffered a family bereavement, 
our sympathies are with you Ronnie. On the other hand, a number of owners of 
Works Minis that are currently off the road were able to attend and some have 
subsequently reported that the ‘WMIA effect’ has led to them pulling the dust 
covers off their car since. The 19 Works Minis present were:

The other cars also involved where:

the opportunity to talk at depth, banter and relax 
with others who were closely involved with the cars. 
Bill thought that he could interest some of the BMC 
Veterans to join us at such a gathering. Having been a 
soldier for more than 30 years now, my contacts were 
still good enough to gain the use of an Army barracks 
in Abingdon. This then gave us a secure venue to put 
an expensive set of cars in overnight. But it also meant 
a great deal of work for me in gathering together 
attendee’s personal identity details together with that of 
their cars in advance to gain access. 

I hadn’t planned on taking on quite so much of the 
organisation myself, and so I approached Robert 
Young to see if the MCR would be prepared to allow 
us to run the event under the Club’s auspices. The 
Committee considered it but concluded that, as it 
was not going to be open to the public and therefore 
the Club’s membership, they could not support it. 
I fully understood their viewpoint, though did feel a 
little wary when it became clear that I would have to 
run the accounts, rent a barracks, an airfield, commit 
to all of the catering, hire a taxi service, and take out 
£5,000,000 of public liability insurance, all in my own 
name! I never admitted any of this to my wife, but think 
I’m safe because she’d rather put the bins out or mow 
the lawn than read CooperWorld! So, for those of you 
reading this who would have liked to have been there 
I can only apologise. The security restrictions on using 
an active MOD site and the limits of my personal time 
and ability to organise such an event meant that it wasn’t 
ever going to be feasible to open it to the general public. 
That said, I went out of my way to involve people, if you 
don’t see a Works car or a replica in the photographs 
don’t make the false assumption that they weren’t 
asked. I also asked all of those I contacted to suggest 
to me anyone else they felt should be involved, which 
is why the attendance list grew from the 30 that I had 
originally planned on, to well over a 100 and my hair 
grew ever greyer!

The costs of running the event were mounting up too 
and there was a danger the fees that I’d need to charge 
to cover them would be prohibitive. Luckily, one of 
the Works car owners is Chris Harper the MD of Mini 
Sport and Chris saved the day by becoming our first 
sponsor. My employers, Rutherford Cancer Care, then 
also agreed to help out. We are building a cutting-edge 
cancer care facility in the Thames Valley, based around 
proton beam therapy, and when I explained that the 
event would be non-profit making and any surpluses 
would be passed on to a cancer support charity and 
the Army Benevolent Fund my CEO (also another 
ex-soldier) agreed to help make the event happen. 
Next in line to provide sponsorship were British Motor 
Heritage, the well-known manufacturer of body shells 
and panels. Paul Sulma had already engaged with David 
Savidge, who has a passion for video recording of 
motoring events and who agreed to make a record of 
the event; David then kindly arranged some sponsorship 
funds too, this was all a great relief as, together with a 
fee from the car owners, we had enough funds to make 
the event viable. 

The intimate format of the event proved attractive to 
both the BMC veterans and Works car owners. I am 
sure that I am right in saying, that we had the biggest 
gathering of Works Minis ever, with some cars attending 
that I’d never seen before. I did try getting Gaydon to 
bring down at least one of their cars, but that sadly didn’t 
prove feasible. However, some of the gaps were plugged 
by some excellent replicas and other significant cars with 
a Comps/ST heritage. Two last minute no shows were 
Douglas Samuel, who had been planning to join us with his 
former Mobile Training Unit BMC 27, which he restored 
as an ST transporter but clutch failure put pay to that. 
And Ronnie White who had been hoping to bring one of 

Tony Salter 939ACE Built by Comps for Tish Ozanne for the 62 Monte

Paddy Hopkirk 33BBL 33EJB replica

Eve Joslin AJB4B AJB44B replica

Graham Carter DWL201D Dave Gilbert restored, Abingdon mechanic built car

Al Vines 59GEW Supercharged ORX inspired rally car

Bryan Purves P246WFH 1996 Rover Cooper race and rally car

Alan Hopes OMO130 Ex-Norman Grimshaw Service Barge

David Scothorn NOB248F Landcrab ‘The Beauty Box’

Pat Walker XJB304H ST Triumph World Cup Rally Car

Peter Laidler SKD220G Keeping Abingdon’s roads safe with his police car!

Basil Wales 413GWT The ‘Lilac MGB’ driven complete with flat cap

Owner Car Registered 1st event Driver

Pat Walker 977ARX Mar-62 62 RAC Aaltonen

James Martin 8EMO May-63 63 RAC Hopkirk

Paul Roberts 569FMO Nov-63 64 Monte Aaltonen

Bernard Griffin AJB66B Feb-64 64 Tulip Makinen

Robert Young BJB77B Jun-64 64 Alpine Makinen

Chris Spennewyn CRX88B Oct-64 65 Monte Aaltonen

John Littman CRX90B Oct-64 64 RAC Hopkirk

Peter Moss DJB92B Dec-64 65 Swedish Makinen

Anthony Marrett EBL56C Mar-65 65 Alpine Hopkirk

Chris Harper JBL494D May-66 66 Czech Aaltonen

Mike Hyrons LBL666D Dec-66 67 Monte Hopkirk

John McIntosh LBL590E Jan-67 67 Flowers Hopkirk

Guy Smith LRX829E Mar-67 67 Tulip Aaltonen

Dermott Simpson ORX777F Jan-68 68 Monte Hopkirk

Elgin Greer ORX707F Jan-68 68 Monte Fall

James Martin OBL48F Dec-67 68 Monte Recce car  

Paul Sulma RJB327F Jan-68 69 Oulton Park Handley

Simon Wheatcroft URX560G May-69 69 Tour de France Handley

Andrew Bond YMO886J Aug-70 Sherry Rally - Cancelled Hopkirk

Cars and Comps Veterans lined up outside the hangars
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Saturday’s programme started with a tour de force from Stuart Turner, 
his presentation full of jokes but also beautifully setting the concept of 
the Mini becoming a competition car and providing some great insights 
into his experience running the team. Next up was Pablo Raybould, 
who has recently co-authored a new book with Christabel Carlisle 
on her times as a ‘Mini Virtuoso’, chaired a panel session about racing 
‘Minis on the Track’ with Christabel, John ‘Smokin’ Rhodes and Paddy 
Hopkirk. After lunch all those present and all of the cars relocated the 
couple of miles to the middle of Abingdon to visit one of the original 
locations of both the Comps and Special Tuning Departments during 
the 1960s. A whole row of the original MG Factory B Block hangars 
remain intact and the two we were interested in are now leased by UK 
Mail. They couldn’t have been more helpful, rearranging their lorry park 
and escorting our visitors inside the building. Not surprisingly, getting so 
many cars and people lined up in the right place for the photo was an 
enormous challenge and fell to the event marshals, Peter Laidler, Rob 
Yalden and Cliff Porter. Peter having to apply the tact and diplomacy 
he developed in the Army and honed in the Police, to get so many 
individuals into some semblance of order. At one point the presence of 
a contactors, spraying the exterior of the building next door threatened 
to cause a major upset. However, quick thinking by the marshals 
persuaded them to hold off on painting and Cliff’s masterstroke was 
to then get them to bring across their elevating platform to allow our 
photographers to get an aerial view of the assembled cars. 

Following an impromptu convoy back to the Barracks, Graham Robson, 
whose dulcet tones are very well known to regular attendees of the 
MCR’s National Mini Day at Beaulieu, chaired two panel sessions. 
Graham was able to employ his encyclopaedic knowledge from decades 
of involvement in motorsport, to bring out some great stories from 
those at the table. First up were the rally crews, with Paddy again, 
Mike Wood, Paul Easter and Willy Cave, all amusing the audience highly 
with both hair-raising and hilarious tales. The second session included 
a group of those who made it all possible. There were great anecdotes 
from Peter Browning and his assistant manager Bill Price and mechanics 
Den Green and Dudley Pike. After supper and an opportunity to visit 
the bar, those present settled back in for an excellent talk from modern 
day Monte Historique Rallye campaigners Al Vines, Peter Barker, Peter 
Moss and on stage again the true Monte veteran, Willy Cave, who 
keeps on going back. The presentations were based around some 
excellent video clips from Al, which genuinely had a number of us 
gripping our seats and grinning to the sound of Cooper S engines and 
SCCR gearboxes being used in anger.

That last presentation set the scene well for Sunday’s activities. I had 
managed to hire the former RAF Abingdon airfield and a number of us 
were able to stay over and take our cars out in the sunshine. It was a 
glorious day and the chance to let rip on an airfield was tremendous 

A bird’s eye view of the line up of cars

A full to capacity audience for the veteran panel sessions

The Comps Department panel with compere Graham Robson

Graham Robson at the 
rostrum quizzing the Comps 
veterans in a panel session

Stuart Turner a formidable 
former BMC Competitions 
Department manager

The venerable Stuart Turner informs 
and entertains an attentive audience

Scissor Lift hijacked from contractors for high level photography

Paddy and Mike Wood enjoying a break 
in amongst some of their old steeds
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fun. The cars running in the background presented the ideal back 
drop for some recorded interviews by Graham Robson and an ideal 
opportunity for MCR member Robert Clayson and the two former 
BMC photographers, John Spencer and Eric Adkins, to get some terrific 
action shots. Following the airfield time, we loosely followed the old 
MG factory test route, used to road test new cars before delivery, and 
which also provided test routes for the Comps mechanics, to end up at 
one of their old watering holes, the Dog House Inn. 

The final figure is still to be worked out as this goes to print, but as a 
result of the event, we managed to raise well over £1,000, which will 
go to the Maggie’s cancer support charity in Oxford and also make 
a donation to the Army Benevolent Fund. Special thanks must go to 
Vintage Tyre Services, who provided us with a brand new set of Dunlop 
SP44s, and Mini Spares who produced two Works Mini prints that the 
Veterans present all signed. All of which were auctioned for charity by 
Rob Yalden. Rob also tried to auction Guy Smith’s GRX 5D boot lid, 
which was on display alongside a splendid set of his and Pablo’s rally 
plaques. But Guy stopped that bit of fun just in time! On top of the 
auction, some generous donations were made to support our fundraising, 
both on the day and also 3 weeks later when I ran the Cardiff 10k. I must 
make special mention of David Boswell, who not only bought the tyres at 
auction but then pledged an even larger amount on top.

For those that weren’t there a lot of photographs were taken, which are 
now making their way onto the internet, see http://www.robertclayson.
co.uk/p69230884 for a great set and video footage was recorded 
by David Savidge of British Motor Heritage. David has a mammoth 
task ahead in editing the large amount of footage he and his assistant 
Chris took over the weekend, but he has already made some available 
at https://www.facebook.com/Motoringclassi ... 747011373/. Rob Yalden 
has also posted some super video on YouTube, just search for Works 
Minis in Abingdon and you should find it.

My apologies to anyone that I have failed to mention. There are others 
such as Rick Fletcher and the EBB team, the Abingdon Station staff, 
Kelvin Sparrowhawk who went around collecting everyone’s fees, David 
Cooks’ excellent catering and ‘Taff’ Evans, the site facilities manager, 
and his family who ran the bar and produced everything we needed ‘as 
if by magic’. And especially thanks to my fellow committee members of 
Bill Price, Andrew Bond and Paul Sulma without all of whom the event 
couldn’t have happened. 

Finally, thanks to all who helped me to deliver a truly unique event. 

It’s someone else’s turn next time!

John McIntosh

Special photo credits to former BMC photographers Eric Adkins, and 
John Spencer, and the principle event photographer MCR club member 
Robert Clayson

Dermott Simpson’s beautifully restored ORX 777F 
in action on Abingdon Air field

LBL 666D virtually lifting off on a corner

Definitely a picture for the Works Mini album
Mini convoy heading to the Dog House Pub for lunch 
along parts of the MG and Comps former test roads

Works Minis flying along the Abingdon air field runway



As a young member of the BARC in the early 1960s, I learned that 
it was not the actual job you were allocated at an event which was 

important, because all volunteers had a role to play and were part of the 
team. Little did I know that many years later, I would be part of a truly 
historic event held at the Edward Brooks Barracks in Abingdon. The event 
was organised by John McIntosh with support from Mini Sport, British 
Heritage Ltd, Vintage Tyres and The Rutherford Cancer Centres with any 
profits going to the Rutherford Centres and the Army Benevolent fund.
 
I had been asked to arrive around 8:30am to act as a parking marshal. John 
gave me a list of participants and instructed me to park the red and white 
cars in date order, the first of which was the white and black Cooper that 
had been prepared by the Competitions Department for Tish Ozanne. As 
cars began to arrive I got them parked in line ready for the photographs 
which were being taken by former BMC photographers John Spencer and 
Erik Adkins as well as Robert Clayson. There were 26 cars lined up in the 
end plus a period Austin Westminster barge, a Triumph marathon car, an 
1800 Marathon car, the last Rover Works Mini, and finally a Triumph TR4 
Rally car driven by Peter Barker with Willy Cave in the navigator’s seat. 
There was also a very modern car parked up with what looked like an 

authentic Works roof rack complete with my favourite memory of the 
day – a quick lift jack. I can only imagine the conversation in the Comps 
Depart at the time may have gone something like this: “Hey lad we need 
to fabricate a quick lift jack and need some lengths of tubing, some angle 
steel. See what you can find laying around.” The lad came back with a pair 
of subframe spacers which were then welded on to the jack.

The cars were allocated spaces in date order by the perimeter fence 
so I had not seen the arrival of the guests and veterans as they were 
affectionately called. They had entered the Officers Mess through the 
posh entrance. Paddy Hopkirk arrived in his Mini limousine.

As I was outside I was not able to be part of the event taking place inside 
the building so was surprised to see so many people come out of it during 
the coffee break. They had been listening to Stuart Turner talking about 
the BMC Competitions Department and then followed by Pablo Raybould 
hosting a session with Christable Carlisle, Paddy Hopkirk and John Rhodes. 
The cars disappeared from view as the crowd surrounded them. I was 
able to take a panoramic shot of the cars whilst no one was about.

After a buffet lunch the owners of all but two of the cars made their 
way to the site of the former Competitions Department for a photo 
call. When I arrived with the photographers there was a bit of a 
kerfuffle! The site is what I would describe as a tired warehouse area 
and the units next to UK Mail, which is where the Comps and ST 
departments were based, were being repainted; not by brush but by 
spray gun. Oh dear, the wind was gusting and the paint was dark grey 
and the overspray may have landed on the cars. After a few anxious 
moments the contractors were talked into having a break.

Next problem was how to take a photo of all the cars outside the 
former Competitions/ST departments units. Ladders, drone, tall 
photographer (that left me out) or plan B. A few years ago at Goodwood 
when my daughter was part of the entertainment team, I had access to a 
cherry picker with the official photographer. Hang on lads; I had an idea 
for plan B! How about asking the contractors doing the spraying if the 
photographers could use their scissor lift to take elevated shots. I asked 
Dave Boswell to see what he could do while I monitored the arrival of 
the cars. Would you believe it - he managed to get use of the scissor lift 
which was capable of holding several photographers and we managed to 
get two lots of photographers on board.

After the photo shoot, UK Mail management invited people into 
their buildings to see what they were like now but no pictures were 
allowed! They had not been aware of the history of the site and in 
particular their buildings.

Next task was to get the cars back to the barracks and parked up 
again so that the afternoon sessions could take place. The two sessions 
involved drivers and navigators Paddy, Mike Wood, Paul Easter and 
Willy Cave and the second session team managers Peter Browning, 
Bill Price, and Works mechanics Den Green and Dudley Pike. Both 
sessions were hosted by Graham Robson. 

Confessions of a car park marshal at WMIA 2017
By Cliff Porter

EVENTS
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Cars parked as instructed

You park where I say
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The day went very quickly and after dinner I returned home and 
reflected on how special the day was. I was lucky to have been part 
of such an historic occasion and have lots of pictures to remind me 
of my good fortune. The evening session was based on the Historic 
Monte event with Willy Cave, Peter Moss and Al Vines being 
interviewed by Peter Barker.

The next day included some spirited runs on the Abingdon airfield and a 
road trip along the former test routes used by the Works and MG before 
a farewell lunch at the appropriately named Dog House public house.
 
British Motor Heritage personnel were busy all weekend shooting 
video including use of a drone which I discovered is not really viable in 
windy conditions. 

If you are interested in seeing more images and videos from the event 
these links were provided by David Scothorn.
https://www.facebook.com/Motoringclassics (BMH Ltd blog)
https://stevemckelvie.wordpress.com/ 
(Works Minis At Abingdon – A Celebration Of Success, includes 850s)
http://blog.minisport.com/2017/08/works
... ngdon-2017 (supported-by-mini-sport)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWCFzHo27qA (by Rob Yalden)
http://www.robertclayson.co.uk/p69230884 Slideshow.

Never before and probably never again, will so many red and white 
cars be in one place and/or be parked up outside the former premises 
of the Competitions and ST Departments, with former members of 
staff standing by the cars.

Cliff Porter

www.peterbestinsurance.co.uk

30 YEARS OF QUALITY CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE

01376 574000 
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Classic Car  -  Modern Car  -  Classic 4x4 
Classic Military  -  Classic Bike  -  Classic Commercial

Looking for a NEW policy or just a great 
deal on your RENEWAL, our classic 

car policies deliver exceptional 
cover at very affordable premiums

Our ‘BEST’ Deal In 
CLASSIC MINI INSURANCE

Single Car 
Policies

Multi-Car 
Discounts

Modern & Classic 
Cars on One Policy* 

MCR Member Discounts

Special Rates 
for Collections 

FREE Agreed Value 

FREE Breakdown & 
Recovery 

All Minis 10 years 
& older

£75
 from

 50%
 up to

 Terms & Conditions apply

 PBIS only uses High Quality Insurers.  
*Subject to Insurers terms please ask for details

Trade Supporter
2017
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Visitors car park with replica service barge and other cars

Authentic barge roof rack with authentic ‘Comps’ parts

An original Comps quick lift jack
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The Ham Sandwich Run 
By Justin Ridyard

The Kent Region were, once again, touring Kent this month on 
the annual Ham Sandwich Run. 30 cars started at Broad Oak 

MINI, where teams were greeted with the usual run packs. Tea 
and coffee was kindly supplied by the dealership, who are keen 
supporters of the club and this event.

The morning run took the teams through the lanes south of 
Ashford onto the Romney Marsh. The roads were smooth and 
the views across the South Kent countryside flat and as far as the 
eye can see. The route then took the teams back up South West 
of Ashford to the village of Appledore, where the usual swing 
question was answered and demonstrated by Ann Matthews, 
assisted by John with Simon and Eve Joslin. We have had this 
question in a few runs now and the definition of a swing is 
much debated. Ann kindly tested the theory but needed a little 
assistance on the two seater love swing. All cars then assembled 
at the Gusbourne Vineyard in Appledore, a niche wine producer 
of fine English sparkling wine, their range includes a Brut Reserve, 
a Rose, non sparkling Pinot Noir and a Chardonnay. Their Brut 
reserve was used at the last royal wedding as the toasting wine, 
and is probably the finest example of an English wine produced 
with traditional Champagne grapes made in the traditional 
method. The wine aged from grape to drinking is 5 years in the 
making and boy is it worth it. Tour, tasting complete, and picnic 
baskets emptied, the teams then set off for the afternoon run, 
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some with much liquid gold stowed in the boot! I presented the 
vineyard with the rally plate of the day to mark our visit. Then 
I loaded my boot with a couple of bottles of their superb Pinot 
Noir, setting off sharply to a view point to take pictures of the cars 
on route.

The afternoon route took the teams through the villages west and 
north of Ashford, Bethersden, Charing, Challock and then south to Wye 
and Hastingliegh now south east of Ashford. The route took in stunning 
views of the Wye Downs and the run questions were tricky in places. 
So much so, that it made the pot hunters among the group earn their 
possible prize, the Ham Sandwich Trophy and a bottle of Brut Reserve 
kindly supplied by Gusbourne’s.

This year’s run finished in a delightful pub in Stowting, the Black 
Horse, all cars navigating correctly and many of the teams with 
most of the questions correctly answered. We did have a tie but a 
clear winner selected by closest mileage. So, close for Shaun and 
Marie Gamage (one of the few who were at the original runs in the 
nineties who still attend each year) but this year’s winners were 

Dealership

The start

Gusbourne Vinyard

Cars on route
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Greg, Paula and Ben Jones, well done to them. Greg is going to be my co driver in 
Ireland so I hope this is a sign of things to come. But I fear the influence of Guinness in 
the hotels each evening may ruin any chance of silverware. Other prizes awarded and 
the navigator’s gift of a mug with the rally plate of the day on it, were given out before 
we closed the event for another year.

I am looking forward to next year’s event, with the smiling faces at the end of this year’s 
run reassuring us of yet another successful event.

We are also organising the trip to Belgium next July named ‘Mini Wipers’. The word 
Wipers being the pet name for Ypres given by the British soldiers in both wars as they 
struggled to pronounce the town’s name. 2018 will mark 100 years since the end of the 
Great War and the group will attend the last post in Ypres at the Menin Gate and visit 
the Sanctuary Wood graveyard and museum on the trip. For rally fans the route will 
cover some traditional Ypres rally stages as the teams navigate their way on traditional 
Tulip diagrams. 

Justin Ridyard

Picnic at Gusbourne

Tom Arthur - Furthest Travelled 
To Event (Leicester)

Ann Matthews – Laid Back Award

Paul Lorman – Car of the Day
The winners - Paula, Greg and Ben Jones –  
Ham Sandwich Trophy, Navigational Award
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Summer Tour 2017
By Pete Cresswell 

EVENTS

The Stone Classic Car Group Summer Tour took place on August 
5th and featured a 154 mile route through Staffordshire and 

Shropshire. There was a full entry of 40 cars, ranging from a 1952 
MG TD (ah, the days when a TD wasn’t a Turbo Diesel!) to a 2011 
Audi TT entered along with nine Minis, the earliest being Ian Potter’s 
1961 Morris Pick-up, and the newest, Colin Armit’s 1998 Rover Mini 
Cooper. In between were several rally prepared Minis, and Nick 
Hunter’s Vortz Formula R – a rare version indeed. Talking of rally 
cars, a replica of Roger Clark’s Cossack Escort RS gave the entry 
nostalgic feel. If there had been an award for bravery, then Peter 
Walker’s very rare Suzuki Romahome of 1986 vintage and Simon 
O’Brien’s huge Bentley Turbo R would have been contenders!
Under glorious sunshine, Stone Town Mayor, Jim Davies, flagged away 
the cars at 30 second intervals from the start at the George and Dragon, 

to commence Stage 1 of the tour. The route took the field from Stone to 
Great Bridgeford then out Woodseaves to join the A519 for a few miles to 
Sutton. A loop of country lanes, some of which were narrow and others 
surrounded by corn fields just about ready for harvest, allowed the busy 
Newport bypass and A41 to be, well, bypassed! The B4379 then lead 
through Shifnal where some took a wrong turn incorrectly assuming the 
High Street was somewhere different to reality and failed to follow the 
road signs! The first of a number of heavy rainstorms greeted crews on the 
way on to the Ironbridge gorge. Then, after 40 miles, morning coffee and 
biscuits at the Gaskell Arms Hotel in Much Wenlock was very welcome. 

Stage 2 was the longest of the day at over 48 miles, but offered the 
best long distant views of the tour. Initially, the route led everyone 
along Wenlock Edge using the B4378, through picturesque Bourton and 
Brocton with good views of Clee Hill between the two – if you were 
lucky with the showers! After Shipton, the route joined the Bridgnorth to 
Craven Arms road which was followed for about 3 miles, before a right 
turn leading to a descent from Wenlock Edge through the picturesque 
village of Rushbury to join the Church Stretton road. Approaching Church 
Stretton, the Long Mynd came into view forming a foreboding backdrop 
to this attractive Shropshire town. The climb up The Burway was the 
first real challenge of the Tour, but offered some of the best views of the 
route. Initially, a steep climb provided views of the Carding Mill valley on 
the right way down in the valley. Then, further on, views towards Ludlow 
in the south. After taking a fork, the long descent to Ratlinghope, gave a 
glimpse of the rocky summit of the Stiperstones, the next challenge. 

The scenery of the Stiperstones was very different to the Long Mynd, where 
the hills are rounded and covered in heather and bracken. The Stiperstones 
rise up to a craggy summit, slightly higher than the Long Mynd, but enough 
for the summing to protrude out of the ice during the Ice Age. This caused 
the rocks to be fractured by the extreme cold, thus resulting in the rocky 
summit. Descending from the Stiperstones past the Callow Inn, where there 
were extensive views of the Rea Valley towards Oswestry and Welshpool. 
After passing through Minsterley and Pontesbury the route headed west 
and south of Shrewsbury to pick up the old A5 road at Atcham. A short run 
through a heavy shower led to Shrewsbury College and the lunch halt. Here, 
Origins Restaurant provides students on the Hospitality courses, practical 
experience of working in a real-life environment, and the restaurant offered 
a welcome rest from a challenging route – at least at times!

After lunch on Stage 3 the route headed north to Ellesmere, initially using 
the bypasses to the east of Shrewsbury as a quick and easy way to get to 
the north side of the town, which is very busy in the centre on a Saturday. 
Once back on the country roads, the route passed through Leaton, where 
Peter Chadwick (Mk2 Cooper S) suffered a broken windscreen from a stone 
flicked up by passing traffic. Then through Walford (yes there is a real one!) 
and onto Baschurch. By now the sky was summoning up its best impression 
of Armageddon and an almighty rainstorm with an accompaniment of 
thunder and lightning produced some difficult driving conditions for the next 

Nick and Lynne Hunter leave the start

David and Keith Jenkins

Ian Potter Morris Mini Pick-up Replica of Roger Clark’s Escort RS
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EVENTS

few miles, especially in the older cars with small, 
inadequate wipers. For those who thought they 
had drowned in the deluge, an extreme humped 
back bridge after Hordley had them pointing to 
heaven for a moment! Amazingly, by the time 
Ellesmere was reached the roads were completely 
dry. After passing The Mere, the largest of the 
Shropshire Lakes, the Whitchurch road led to 
Welshampton and then the B5063 to Wem and 
after 36 miles to afternoon tea at Soulton Hall.

Stage 4 was the shortest of the day by virtue of 
not using the main roads back to the finish, but 
the 29 miles included some of the prettiest villages 
of east Shropshire and west Staffordshire. Many 
of the villages also feature in the Doomsday Book, 
and the first, Weston under Redcastle has more 
recently featured in a BBC adaptation of Prince 
Caspian, and on Rick Stein’s Food Heroes. Less 
pleasant, a cottage on the outskirts of the village 
was the scene of the longest siege in UK history! 
After passing Hawkstone Park and Follies the 
route came to Hodnet, which has several cottages 
featuring distorted windows. Then, after a short 
distance along the A53, the byways were joined 
once more through Wistonwick and Cheswardine 
(a ‘cheese making settlement’) to Eccleshall and 
then via Swynnerton (the seat of Lord Stafford) to 
the finish at the George and Dragon.

Unfortunately, the run this year saw a few ‘car 
problems’! Besides the windscreen breakage 
suffered by Peter and Alison Chadwick, Ian 
Potter (Mini Pick-up) had a dynamo failure 
somewhere on the run, and ran out of 
electricity about two miles from the finish. 

Charles and Patsie Jarman (MGB) got even closer to the finish before the water pump pulley 
disintegrated. Hopefully, all are now fixed and running 100% again.

Car of the event (nominated by one of the Start marshals) was the Mk2 Cooper S of Peter 
Chadwick who had the misfortune to have his windscreen shattered shortly after lunch.

At the end of the Summer Tour the ‘Finishers Draw’ for a selection of Autoglym Products took place.

1st prize Janet Taylor and John Predrazzini (Volvo P1800) 
2nd prize Michael Price and Gail Goodall (Jaguar XK150)
3rd prize Simon O’Brien and Mark Slater (Bentley Turbo R)

With thanks to the George and Dragon for hosting the event start and providing breakfast, and 
the marshals and photographers for the pictures.

Pete Cresswell 

Simon Crudge and Robert Evans Mini Super Delux

Peter and Alison Chadwick



Paddy Hopkirk – rallying, the Mini and me
By Peter Barker

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

Few names carry as much weight with Mini enthusiasts as Paddy 
Hopkirk. As well as his immortal victory at Monte Carlo, Paddy and 

the Works Mini Cooper S won seven international rallies outright and 
scored many more class wins between 1963 and 1969. Based on an 
interview originally published in MiniWorld magazine, Paddy told me his 
story in his own words.

“I was the youngest of five children born into a family in Belfast 
between the wars. My father was in the bitumen and benzol business 
and ran a benzol manufacturing plant during the Second World War 
which was handy for fuel. When I was nine years old I inherited 
a primitive car called a Harding from the local vicar. It had a JAP 
motorcycle engine, tiller steering and brakes on the rear wheels only. 
It was in this primitive contraption that I learned to drive, around the 
grounds of our house. The fact that it had only rear brakes made it 
useful training for driving tests as it would step out of line easily enough. 
I really learned about balance from that little car.”

Already a promising driver by his late teens, Paddy moved on through a 
succession of motorbikes and an Austin Seven, the Mini’s predecessor, 
to a VW Beetle. He co-drove the Wolfsburg wonder in local rallies with 
a VW agent by the name of O’Flahrety, just before going up to Trinity 
College in Dublin to study engineering.

“I was spending a good deal of time on these club rallies in the Dublin 
area and the Wicklow Mountains. When I started to become known 
in the locality I sold the VW and bought a Triumph TR2 which I raced 
at Phoenix Park. The Triumph dealer in Dublin called the factory in 
Coventry and told competitions manager, Ken Richardson, all about my 
successes. My lucky break came when bandleader, Johnny Claes, had a 
heart attack and dropped out of the 1959 Monte Carlo Rally before it 
had even started. Ken Richardson called me (having called every other 
driver in the UK first) and offered me the drive. Well, I was overjoyed 
and started telling all my friends and the local press that I was about 
to drive the Monte Carlo Rally. Unfortunately, the Monte organisers 
would not allow a change of driver at that late stage, and so the entry 
was cancelled. Ken promised me another drive the next year and after 

I had reminded him of this promise in several letters, he duly entered 
me in the 1960 RAC Rally in a Standard 10. This little saloon car was 
not fast, but it handled well and in those days the RAC Rally consisted 
of navigational sections and driving tests. I was doing those driving tests 
almost every week in Ireland and so with a couple of handbrake turns I 
was leading the rally after two days. The first Ken knew of it was when 
he heard it on the radio! Sadly, we holed the sump and retired later on 
in Yorkshire but it certainly gave people something to think about.

By then I had abandoned my studies and carried on as a Works driver 
with Standard Triumph, as the company was then known. I did many 
of the international rallies of the day, the Tulip Rally and the Alpine Rally 
on which I was teamed with experienced navigator and BBC man Willy 
Cave. We were doing well and were ‘on’ for a coveted Coupe des Alpes 
when we had a puncture going up the Stelvio Pass. Rather than stop 
and risk my coupe I carried on and blew up the engine. Despite Willy’s 
insistence that I was right to risk the car, I was sacked from the team and 
moved on the Rootes with Peter Harper and Peter Proctor. I drove the 
Sunbeam Rapier in many rallies as well as other less suitable products of 
the Rootes Group. The team was very good and the best organised at 
that time. However, I wanted to get to the top and so I wrote to Stuart 
Turner at BMC as soon as he was appointed, aiming to get my hands on 
an Austin Healey 3000 which was the best rally car of the day.

I had some good results with the Austin Healey and was racing for 
both the Healey factory and the Cooper team when the Mini Cooper 
was announced. I remember being at Oulton Park race track and 
Stuart Turner turned up in one of the first Mini Cooper S types. I just 
fell in love with it there and then: the way it handled was so forgiving 
and after a short drive I was sure that this was the car for me.”

Paddy’s first outing in the new Cooper S registered 33 EJB was the 
1963 Tour de France Automobile, a tour of French racing circuits 
and hillclimbs. The Cooper S was the sensation of the event, 
winning the touring car category on handicap and immediately 
increasing demand for BMC’s products on the continent of Europe. 
This was the first time the BMC hierarchy realised the power of 
motorsport as a sales weapon.

“George Harriman, the Chairman of BMC was at the London Motor 
Show in October ’63, and was impressed with the number of orders 
for Mini Cooper S types coming in from French dealers. Each one was 
asking for 100 cars! ‘What have you been doing over there?’ he asked 
me. So I explained all about the Tour de France Automobile. I don’t 
think that he’d ever made a direct connection between motorsport 
success and sales success before.”

For the start of 1964 season Paddy and his navigator Henry Liddon 
were entered for the Rallye Monte Carlo in the same Mini Cooper S, 
33 EJB. What happened next has become a legend that has grown and 
grown with time.

“Henry and I were sent to start the rally from Minsk in Russia. BMC 
exported no cars to Russia so we were really there to fly the flag a little. 
We were also dispersed to ensure that all BMC entries didn’t start from 
one place so running the risk of elimination if there was localised bad 
weather. It was so cold at night that the Minis froze solid. Door locks, 
windows, and the engine oil just froze up in temperatures of minus 40 
degrees C. We had to tow the cars round and round the main square 
to free up the engines before we could start them. This drew derision 
from the Russian competitors who said ‘Our cars are superior. They have 
electric starters and don’t need to be towed to start them!’ Once away 
from Minsk, Paddy and Henry travelled through Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Germany and the Low Countries before reaching the concentration point 
at Reims in France. This was just the start of things however.

“We were travelling through Colmars when Henry told me to take a 
right fork. I shot up this road only to find a Gendarme at the end of it. 
We had gone the wrong way down a one-way street. He stopped us 
and asked for our road-book in order to penalise us for a traffic offence. 

Paddy standing proud with the cup he won on the 
famous 1964 Monte Carlo Rally in front of the car he 
did it in at the British Motor Museum Gaydon
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Henry being and English gentleman was about to give him the book 
when I hurriedly told him to hide it. I then gave the gendarme a story 
about how we’d retired from the rally as my mother had died and I was 
on my way home to her funeral. He was most sympathetic and waved 
us on our way. I would have loved to have seen his face when he read 
in the paper a few days later that we’d actually won the rally!”

Once in the mountains Paddy let loose and was incredibly quick over 
the snowy stages to Monte Carlo. It wasn’t clear to him that he was in a 
winning position however.

“Bo Ljungfeld in one of the US Ford Falcons was actually much quicker 
than us on almost every stage. However, a handicap was applied to 
allow cars of all sizes to compete equally and it was this that gave us the 
edge. On the way down the Col de Turini we were stopped by Stuart 
Turner who asked us how we’d done. I replied that we had done all 
that we could do, we’d made no mistakes anywhere. I was asleep in my 
hotel when Bernard Cahier, a French motoring journalist, called me at 
4.30am to say that he’d seen the provisional calculations and provided 
that we did nothing wrong on the final grand prix circuit test we would 
win. I could hardly believe it. With my heart in my mouth I completed 
the circuit next morning with something like 50 seconds in hand to 
win the 33rd Rallye Monte Carlo (coincidentally in 33 EJB)! We were 
feted by BMC top brass at the Hotel de Paris: Issigonis was there with 
several of the top racing drivers of the day including Jo Bonnier and 
Juan Fangio. Before that, we had to drive up to the palace in Monaco to 
receive our awards. We were flown back to the UK and appeared live 
on TV with 33 EJB at the London Palladium. After the show we all went 
out for a meal in London and I parked 33 EJB outside the restaurant. 
Someone stole the car and was caught by Police after a chase through 
Knightsbridge. Apparently, he’d seen the Mini on TV and wanted to 
know what it felt like to drive it! I was given the keys to the City of 
Belfast on my return to Northern Ireland; the Irish people were just as 
excited about the win as the British.

To win the Monte Carlo Rally which was then the world’s biggest 
motoring event was a life changing experience. My life literally took a 
different course from then onwards.”

Paddy was quick to realise the benefits of his famous win. The publicity 
made him the most famous rally driver in the UK at that time, a 
household name to rank alongside that of racing driver Stirling Moss. 
Paddy opened the first of a series of motor accessory businesses selling 
products bearing the name ‘Paddy Hopkirk’ which went from strength 
to strength. Finally the business was sold to the Mont Blanc Group in 
1994. More than fifty years on from his Monte Carlo win there are still 
motor accessories being sold bearing the name Paddy Hopkirk.

Paddy’s career as a driver carried on through the 1960s with BMC and 
BL. “1967 was my best year. I won the Acropolis Rally, the Austrian 
Alpine Rally, the French Alpine Rally and the Circuit of Ireland all in the 
one year. The Acropolis was the sweetest victory however, as I had been 
protested out of a win the year before by Ford. During the 1966 event 
we had serviced the car just outside a control area as it was forbidden to 
service within 100m of controls. When the Mini was put onto its quick 
lift jack the jack pulled the car forward by a few inches, just enough for 
the front of the car to protrude past the 100m board. Someone from the 
Ford rally team led by Henry Taylor, quietly stood in line with the board 
and photographed the Mini’s bumper sticking out past the board. When 
we got to the end of the rally confident we had won there was a delay in 
announcing the results as there had been a protest. Henry Taylor actually 
shook my hand and congratulated me on my win knowing that he had put 
in a protest on behalf of Ford and that I was likely to be penalised. When 
I found out that I had lost the rally this way I was furious. As Ford’s Team 
Manager it was his job to gain any advantage he could for his team, but 
this wasn’t the right way to go about it. That he shook my hand knowing 
he had lost me the rally only added insult to injury.”

For rally fans however Paddy’s win on the 1967 French Alpine Rally was 
the crowning glory of a very successful year. A notoriously hard and fast 
event ‘the Alpine’ had long been the preserve of highly tuned sports 
cars. Paddy recalls his tactics with the Group 6 Mini Cooper S.

“I was always a good finisher of rallies as I was less hard on the cars than 
some of the other team drivers. The ’67 Alpine was run using racing tyres 
on open roads and was very hard on the cars. All the Minis went out with 
transmission problems, but Ron Crellin and I kept ours together and got 

to the end with the tyres right down to the canvas and the gearbox on 
its last legs. Ron was superb on the pace notes and we actually overtook 
Gerard Larousse who was leading the rally in fog on one of the stages.” It 
was the second of the Mini Cooper S’s wins on the French Alpine and the 
last major international rally win for the model.

Paddy stayed with BMC and the Mini to the bitter end of the 
Competitions Department in 1970. “Lord Stokes of British Leyland took 
over in 1968 and realised that it was costing him £181,250 per year to 
run the department. He simply decided to save the money and so the 
department was closed. With hindsight it was a dreadful decision, the 
publicity and goodwill generated by ‘Comps’ as it was known inside the 
company, returned its budget many times over and promoted the sales 
of Special Tuning parts which were profitable. After seeing out the Mini’s 
reign in the forefront of rallying and racing Paddy went his own way.

“I was offered a contract to drive by Lancia but I chose not to take it 
as I only wanted to drive for a manufacturer based in the UK. I retired 
from professional driving in 1970. I concentrated on building up my 
businesses and (when this interview was made) my son owns the 
business and employs me.”

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

Paddy with Ron Crellin at his side pushing hard on the 1967 Alpine rally

Paddy and Ron on the finish line and 
outright winners of the ‘67 Alpine rally
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Minis at Castle Combe and a thank you 

Many thanks to Graham Robinson & Bristol Pegasus MC for 
organising a safe and enjoyable day at Castle Combe race circuit. 
Though my MK2 being towed back to the paddock by the circuit 
rescue vehicle, after stopping at quarry corner just before the end 
of the first session, was not part of the plan for the day.

A huge thank you to Keith Barnes and Paul Elles whose help 
was invaluable in getting me back on track, not forgetting Phil 
Brent’s inspired diagnosis in disconnecting the rev counter as it 
was shorting out the coil causing no spark. Once disconnected 
the engine fired back to life and I was able to take part in the 
remaining sessions of the day.

Thanking you all once again

Colin Woodage

Beaulieu thanks

Several thank yous are needed to be relayed through the letters 
page of CooperWorld. The Mini Day at Beaulieu 2017 was 
probably one of the best of recent times. So, many thanks to 
Tony Salter and his team for all of the hard work which makes 
this day so enjoyable for everyone. Also a very big thank you to 
Nick Hunter who organised the Mk2 Cooper display so well, 
the organisation and hard work showed in the wonderful display 
of 27 cars there on the day. He fully deserves the award he 
received from Mike Cooper.

Our Mk2 Cooper S (WAB 590G) was on the display and we 
were so pleased and surprised when Mike presented us with a 
special prize of a Cooper Car Co valeting set and the very rare 
Cooper Co rear window sticker, for being his favourite Mk2 of 
the show.

Our very special thanks go to Mike Cooper for his generosity.
Looking forward to Beaulieu 2018. 

Steve and Beverley Williams

LETTERS

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

Paddy has had several celebrated comebacks in rallying. The first being 
in 1990 when he won the Pirelli Classic Marathon with Alec Poole in 
a replica Works Mini, and then in 1994 when British Motor Heritage 
entered him in that year’s Rallye Monte Carlo in a Rover Mini Cooper. 
He has been closely involved with the promotion of the MINI Cooper 
in the United States where a ‘Paddy Hopkirk’ badged model sold well. 
Does he have any reflections on his career with the Mini?

“I loved the Mini Cooper S as soon as I drove it. It was so small and 
nimble and very forgiving of mistakes, unlike other cars of the period. 
With other cars you had to be consistently accurate on gravel or snow 
or they would leave the road. The Mini could be spun in its own length 
and carry on undamaged. Narrow roads seemed wide in a Mini!”

Peter Barker

Copyright 2017 Peter Barker 

Adverts – Off Peak Run 

 

 

Paddy and Ron stopped whilst on the 1967 
Acropolis rally which they won outright too
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FOR MORE DETAILS OF THESE AND OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE SEE OUR WEBSITE

www.swiftune.com
ORDER ON-LINE OR CONTACT OUR MAIL ORDER TEAM ON

+44 (0) 1233 850843 OR sales@swiftune.com

Exclusive supplier of Quaife
Mini Transmissions

The legendary SW5 Camshaft available 
in four different money saving kits

Exclusive Retro-style
Flywheel & Backplate

CSI Electronic
Distributors with
exclusive Swiftune

ignition curves

classicline*
INSURANCE

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

FOR LITTLE RISKS

Our policies come with some great benefits as standard:
Agreed values (for vehicles over 5 years old). 
Limited mileage discounts; the less you use your car, the less you pay. 
Multi-vehicle policies; we can insure multiple cars at extra discount.  
Free club arranged track days; all other track days are on a referable basis. 
Breakdown cover included on all our policies. 
Extra club discounts for being a member of the Mini Cooper Register.
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Continuing from September’s CooperWorld…

While Charles and John Cooper were rightfully accepting various recognition 
and plaudits for their little team’s 1959 efforts, including at what was the 
1st Racing Car Show held during 2nd to 9th January 1960 at London’s Royal 
Horticultural Hall – their two most successful drivers throughout 1959 were a 
very long way from London, playing in far off New Zealand.

With the taste of his first F1 GP victory in America, still fresh, Bruce would 
have been a determined young man to get another advantage over his 
team mate, Jack Brabham, at the Kiwi’s home Grand Prix, held at Ardmore 
on 9th January 1960. They were both running as Works entries, as such, 
each negating their home country status. Other international drivers at 
Ardmore included Stirling Moss, another Cooper employee, Ian Burgess 
and David Piper. The rest of the 24 car grid was filled by five Aussies and not 
surprisingly, the balance with Kiwis. The popularity of Cooper had also well 
and truly reached New Zealand with 11 of the 24, Cooper mounted and a 
further 3 entries either failing to qualify or arrive!
 
Before the NZ GP final, there had been 2 heats where Bruce came home 
2nd to Stirling Moss’ Yeoman Credit Cooper and Jack in the other heat 
battled with another ‘up and coming Kiwi’ Denny Hulme’s Cooper until both 
retired. The 1959 Champion’s Cooper catching fire, to leave that heat’s win 
to Ian Burgess. So, Bruce got to start the final with an advantage over Jack, 
his car’s fire relegating him from front row to 24th and rear of grid for the 
final. Not that anyone expected him to stay there very long! The airfield’s grid 
placement (4 cars wide per row) quickly enabling a determined Jack Brabham 
to accelerate the 2.5 litre Cooper Climax T51 past the backmarkers in pursuit 
of Bruce’s early lead. He came out of turn one ‘College Corner’ for the first 
time oversteering into 3rd place and the race was on! Passing Moss on lap 2 
and then Bruce’s lead was under threat and taken. Ultimately, these 3 raced 
hard for the lead until the YC Cooper’s gearbox failed on lap 27 and Stirling 
retired while briefly in the lead. The irony being that Bruce was using Stirling’s 
spare gearbox. There followed a bit of ‘young bull against old bull’ as the two 
Works drivers left everyone else in their wake. After 75 laps and almost 1 
hour 44 minutes of racing, the chequered flag went to Jack with Bruce 0.6 
seconds behind in 2nd – proving he really wanted a home race win. Their 
pace leaving a gap of 3 laps back to next placegetter, Bib Stillwell’s Cooper. 

There were five more consecutive weekends of NZ motor racing after 
Ardmore, but the 23rd January Lady Wigram meeting was the only other 
contested by Bruce and Jack. As it would turn out though, Bruce didn’t 
quite race to plan. He had severely damaged his Coventry-Climax engine in 
practice, so local enthusiast and racer, Malcolm Gill, offered up his Lycoming 
special as a replacement drive. The Lycoming is a bit of a legend in NZ racing 
specials history, with even Jim Clark having a try of the car when he was in 
NZ for a Tasman Series. So, this time it was Bruce starting from the back row 
in 17th of 18 places, having taken up the offer and managed to bring the car 
home 4th with his international counterparts Jack, David Piper’s Lotus and 
Ian Burgess ahead after 71 laps of racing.

After Wigram, focus changed for Bruce and Jack with the upcoming 
1st round of the 1960 World Championship, on the 7th February and 
the Argentine GP. They were now the Works Cooper duo, rather than 
2/3rds of the trio in the previous season. The March 1960 issue of ‘Motor 
Racing’ magazine has a brief, slightly speculative piece on Cooper not 
being able to afford to run three cars and the spare ‘T’ car or employ 
three drivers throughout 1960 - Masten had to move on.

It was, of course, a different era of funding and resources with things 
not always as professional in many facets of motor racing (not that that 
was such a bad thing), even at F1 GP level. There is however, some 
irony that a little country like New Zealand could get organised to run 
6 meetings in January to mid-February. Yet the Formula One World 

Championship was an ad-hoc arrangement with sometimes 
three months between races and at other times several races 
in quick succession. Bernie Ecclestone was still some time 
off getting his hands upon the calendar arrangements! It was 
also an era when not only BMC had factory strike issues to 
contend with. Behind the scenes in early 1960, John Cooper 
and Andrew Ferguson were struggling to get their US GP cars 
back home to the UK and in particular off the docks. Then 

OLD STUFF − Stephen Dalton

The January 1960 Lady Wigram Trophy meeting saw Bruce running 
the Lycoming special after his Cooper’s engine demise in practice

There was a pretty good chance a Cooper was going to win the 
1960 NZ GP at Ardmore. It was more a case of who could finish 
and what order. Here Jack leads Stirling and Bruce

They went crazy in Argentina after Bruce won. Seen here ‘in 
protection’ while being interviewed. Charles Cooper is behind Bruce
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repaired and fettled as necessary back at Surbiton, before they were sent out for 
the Argentine GP because of dock strikes. But they did – just! 

John Cooper’s friend and RAC stalwart Dean Delamont, gives away some of 
the Argentine goings on in his piece in the March/April 1960 issue of the BARC 
Gazette. In there he mentions how the Works Coopers and Lotuses only arrived 
at the Buenos Aires circuit around 6pm the evening before the race with Customs 
officials co-operating and doing their checks at the circuit. There lay a curiosity, 
helpful officialdom! 

Further help came with the Argentine GP organisers briefly extending final practice, 
although Jack had practiced in Stirling Moss’ Cooper and Bruce went off to walk, along 
what was a numerous configuration Buenos Aires Autodromo circuit but only to find he’d 
been walking the wrong course! The late arrival of the ship the cars had travelled on had 
suffered engine issues. There was also travel and dock strikes to contend with at that end 
too. For race day, the hot afternoon’s weather would put drivers and cars under test with 
80 laps to endure. The Works Cooper mechanics had rigged up drink bottles for chilled 
orange juice to be added before the race, while others would have buckets of water 
thrown at them as they raced past. When Bruce went for his refreshment during the 
race, he found the tube from the bottle was too short. Persistence paid off though, and as 
others suffered either car woes (including Jack with another gearbox issue) or exhaustion, 
Bruce slipped into 1st place latish in the race and stayed there to win his second World 
Championship GP ahead of Cliff Allison’s Ferrari 246 and the shared 3rd place of Maurice 
Trintignant and Stirling Moss, Rob Walker-run Cooper (Stirling took over Maurice’s car 
after breaking his own). Even a proud Charles Cooper was there to congratulate the lad.

The following weekend Bruce and Jack were still in Argentina for the Grand Prix 
of Buenos Aires, this time around the Cordoba streets and parklands. Although 
classified as a non-championship Formula Libre event, many of the F1 cars and 
drivers were running. The two Works Cooper drivers set the race pace, but 
ultimately both retired, front suspension issues for Bruce and fuel feed problems for 
Jack’s car. Then Jack was off to Cuba to race a Cooper-Monaco. 

The Monaco GP would be the next WDC race scheduled for late May. In between there 
was plenty going on, although Bruce’s race schedule wasn’t as busy as Jack’s with his 
privately entered Coopers in F2 and Libre events. The World Champion was doing lots 
of air miles between events that were scattered across the globe, like Longford & Phillip 
Island in Australia, then just days later, Syracuse in Sicily. There was also a Brussels GP 
race meeting in Belgium before Easter 1960. For Easter, Bruce raced a Works Cooper 
into 3rd place at Goodwood, while Jack chose an F2 race at Pau in France – which he 
won. Jack then had a DNF at Aintree on 30th April before the Works Coopers stepped 
out again at the 14th May 1960 Silverstone International Trophy. This meeting was always 
a big drawcard for what had been going on back in various workshops during the quiet 
period, as a precursor to the World Championship events taking place soon after. The 
lads at Surbiton had been busy putting their heads together, designing and building two, 
of what would be known as Cooper’s T53 ‘lowline’ cars during that time. Bruce McLaren 
credited with building the chassis frames for the first two cars. Although it should be 
noted that initially Charles Cooper wasn’t a keen participant in the building of one car, let 
alone two! It was costing him money that his rascal son, John, would tell a few white lies 
on what was being spent! Particularly in relation to the new Cooper-Knight C5S gearbox 
costs to help erase all those previous gearbox problems.
 
They took part in two private Silverstone test sessions, the first within hours of that 
1st lowline’s completion on 6th May 1960, then again on the following Tuesday. 
The tests yielded significant improvements over the ‘old’ T51 and things were 
looking good for the official Silverstone International Trophy practice beginning on 
the Thursday. John Cooper was having some superstitious moments on the Friday 
(second day of official practice) it was of course the 13th and perhaps rightfully 
so, kept his drivers to minimal practice in mucky weather. The whole situation 
not helped by Yeoman Credit’s Harry Schell being thrown from his out of control 
Cooper at a very slippery Abbey Curve and suffering fatal injuries. Ten years earlier 
Harry was the first ever driver to compete with a Cooper in a World Championship 
F1 race, and for that matter a rear engine car, at Monaco’s GP of May 1950. 

For Saturday’s Silverstone race over 50 laps it really was the rear engine revolution out 
in force with both Lotus and BRM following the success shown by Cooper’s engine 
sitting behind the driver. However, it also showed Cooper that the goalposts had 
certainly moved from 1959 and justification they had cobbled together the lowline over 
the previous couple of months, at just the right time. All that certainly didn’t help Aston 
Martin with their two new DBR4/250 front engine GP cars wheeled out at this same 
meeting. The BRM, Cooper and Lotus cars pretty much deeming them obsolete before 
tractor magnate, David Brown’s cars had turned a wheel, even with Maurice Trintignant 
and Roy Salvadori in the driving seat that day. 

The race itself settled into a grudge match between Scotland and Australia, with 
Team Lotus’ Innes Ireland’s Lotus 18 taking the International Trophy ahead of Jack’s 

18/5/60 The Motor’s feature for the new T53

14th May 1960 Silverstone paddock and the literally 
brand new 2nd Cooper T53 awaits Bruce McLaren

T53 and Graham Hill’s BRM P48 in 3rd. Bruce ran 
the fresh arrival (that morning) second built T53, but 
with no miles on it, it was way off the pace finishing in 
14th place and 45 laps completed. Although in theory 
Cooper’s came away armed with some feedback on 
what the car needed to race at the Monaco GP in two 
weeks on from Silverstone.

But that’s next time… 

Stephen Dalton
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Silverstone Classic 28th - 30th July
By Robert Clayson

Now in its 26th year, the Silverstone Classic as it is now known 
is one of the largest and most popular historic festivals on the 

racing calendar, with races for 15 different classes together with 3 
demonstration runs appearing on most of the days.

Qualifying takes place on Friday running into the early evening. A 
full programme of racing follows over the next two days. One of the 
highlights is the Group C (Le Mans-type sports cars from the late 80s 
and early 90s) race running well into dusk on the Saturday evening. 

The Silverstone Classic is not only about racing. Lots of car clubs 
have displays, including ours, some are huge others small. Then 
there are the usual trade stands, an auction, eateries, fun fare and 
the list goes on. After the racing on Friday and Saturday live music 
is on offer. 

The entry for the Silverstone Classic is massive and so is split over 
two main paddock areas; the original paddock alongside the old 
start finish line and the ‘Wing’ or International paddock. As with 
most historic events, the paddock and pit garages are all open to the 
public to enable one to get close up to the cars. With the cars being 
assembled in the paddock prior to going out to race, there’s a lot of 
noise and atmosphere.

Along with the Group C race there are races for Formula 1 cars from 
the 1970s through to 1983, Pre-1966 Grand Prix cars, Formula Junior, 
Formula Ford, Classic GT cars again pre-1966 and Historic Sports Cars. 
The majority had full grids and close racing.

There were three races for saloon/touring cars, but only one which 
featured Minis. The JET Super Touring Car Trophy featured the 
touring cars from 1985 through to 2000 with the likes of cars such 
as Honda, BMW, Peugeot, Ford, Audi and more. These raced both 
on Saturday and Sunday. The other saloon car race was just for 
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A couple of interesting Minis in the Silverstone auction 

Raymond Low on one of his practice laps

Ian Curley and Bill Sollis on practice

Neal Gordon pursues the Ford Cortina 
of Desmond Smail and Henry Mann

Richard Parsons / Peter Illingworth’s car parked in the paddock
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Austin A30s and A35s. This was to be a two-part affair for owners 
and celebrities. The celebrity race was held on Saturday but it 
started to rain and, so, it was inevitable that the safety car and red 
flags were deployed. At a lap time of around 2 minutes it wasn’t 
exactly all action! 

The race where Minis were involved was the John Fitzpatrick Trophy 
for under 2 litre touring cars. Qualifying was held on Friday morning 
and in mainly overcast conditions on Saturday morning. This 50 
minute, two-driver race, featured a host of Ford Lotus Cortinas, 
a number of BMW 1800s, Alfas and a gaggle of some fifteen Mini 
Coopers. Heading the grid after the qualifying session on Friday was 
Steve Soper, the shared car of Andrew Wolfe and Richard Meaden 
followed by Mark Sumpter all in Ford Cortinas. The highest placed 
Minis were the shared car of Jonathan Lewis / Matt Kelly and Chris 
Middlehurst in 12th and 13th place.

Being a 50 minute race with pit stops involved, even for the singleton 
drivers it was going to be a long entertaining tussle. The Cortina of 
Steve Soper went off into the lead only to fail a few laps from the end. 
At the drop of the checkered flag the Cortinas took the top three 
places with Mark Sumpter taking the honours. With the Minis, there 
was close racing throughout the race eventually with four appearing in 
the top ten. The shared car of Ian Curley and Bill Sollis in 6thplace, 7th 
went to Chris Middlehurst, 8th to Daniel Wheeler and Endaf Owens 
and 9th to Jonathan Lewis and Matt Kelly.

It is sometimes difficult to decide what to do at this event, as there is so 
much to see and do. Each year it gets bigger!

Robert Clayson

Alexandru Ciolan pushing on in his Mini Jonathan Lewis / Matt Kelly

Ian Curley / Bill Sollis

In a line and an open boot!

Minis 3 - Cortinas 2
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Vale of Clywd Classic
By Neil Johnson

A top five finish and two awards was the reward for Steve 
Entwistle when he contested the Vale of Clywd Classic.The 

Rishton rallyman finished fifth overall, won the M1 Masters class, and 
collected the prestigious Pierce Rose bowl, awarded each year to the 
highest placed Mini.

Entwistle, winner of the 2015 HRCR Clubman’s Championship, and 
navigator Ali Proctor, from Newcastle-upon-Tyne, were using the event 
as a shakedown for November’s RAC Rally of Tests, driving Paddy 
Hopkirk’s famous 6 EMO Mini. Despite describing himself as “a bit 
rusty behind the wheel” Entwistle was quick off the blocks, setting joint 
fastest time on the opening test at Loggerheads Country Park. That was 
followed by an outright fastest time on test two, a 47-second thrash 
around a business park near Ruthin.

An excellent performance on the morning’s regularities left the 
pair in ninth place by mid-morning, climbing to seventh at the lunch 
halt held at Ruthin Auction Mart, before finally finishing an excellent 
fifth overall.

The only disappointment of the day was missing out on fourth place 
within sight of the finish at the Druid Inn at Llanferres.

One mile from the last control, the pair overshot a slot left, but lost 
traction when they tried to turn around on wet grass, losing them 30 
seconds in the process, which was enough to drop them to fifth.

But Entwistle, who finished fifth on the 2015 Vale of Clywd in his ex-Roy 
Mapple Orangebox Mini, was satisfied with his performance – and that 
of 6 EMO. “I haven’t driven competitively since last year’s Rally of the 
Tests, so I’m happy we achieved what we did,” he said.

“Paddy’s car attracted a lot of attention throughout the day and 
performed faultlessly. The event was a typical Guy Woodcock rally, 
with an intricate route designed to test both driver and navigator. With 
12 tests and seven regularities packed into nine hours, it was a full-on 
HRCR event. 

“I’d like to thank Paddy for allowing me to drive such a great car, Chris 
Harper and Mini Sport of Padiham, who are tasked with looking after 6 
EMO for him and to Ali for his confidence-inspiring performance in the 
left-hand seat.”

Neil Johnson
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Round 4 of the HRCR Historic Rally Championship
Peter Ellerby

Round four of the H R C R Historic rally championship 
incorporating the Mini Sport cup, journeyed up to the 

beautiful Solway coast region to contest ten stages on the demanding 
Dundrennan army ranges. This was the first time this event had been 
included in the championship and seventeen Mini crews had made 
the trip. The first stage saw the usual two crews of Ray Cunningham/
Jared Gill Colin McDowell/Cameron Rawson setting the pace on 
the dry stages with Clive King/Anton Bird third and Peter Ellerby/
Ben Anderson fourth. Stage two and again Ray was quickest with 
Colin three  seconds down followed by Clive four seconds further 
back and Peter again fourth. Rich Ford/Neil Macdonald were caught 
out along with Paul Price/James Seymore on a large rut causing 
their retirement, and which had given all the Mini crews a moment. 
Stage three saw Ray extend his lead with Clive only three seconds 
down Colin third with Peter and Shane Gamble/Bob Ward tying on 
fourth. Jim Bridle/Sam Bould along with Ian Clare/Antony Elkes were 
improving and set joint fifth fastest time.

Stage four saw Ray put in a very fast time six seconds up on Colin and 
twenty seconds up on Clive and Ian with Jim Fifth. After the lunch the 
promised rain came along making the stages very slippery but, again, 
Ray went quickest from Colin with Ian improving on every stage taking 
third with Clive fourth and Jim fifth.

Stage five saw Colin’s good run come to an end with a broken gearbox, 
Ray again extending his lead with Clive now second overall and setting 
the second fastest time with Ian third and Peter fourth. The all girl crew 
of Louise Thomas/Emily Easton Page were showing good pace with the 
seventh fastest time.

Stage six saw Ian taking time off Clive but Ray was still the fastest 
Pete and Shane tied for fourth with Jim fifth. On that stage one of 

the junior crews had an accident and had to be cut out of the car but 
they were not seriously hurt fortunately. This caused stages seven and 
eight to be cancelled.

On stage nine Ray kept up his string of fastest times going eight seconds 
up on Ian who now was putting in some good time and moving up 
the leader board. Jim was third but Clive was down in fourth but still 
second overall.

Stage ten and Ray increased his lead and thus winning the rally by two 
minutes and seven seconds from Clive, Ian again second fastest on 
that stage came third overall only eleven seconds behind Clive Jim 
with a good time on stage nine and ten got passed Peter for fourth 
with Shane fifth.

For the first time this year we had a junior cup member contesting 
the rally with Jack Healey/John Cressey bringing their 998cc Mini 
out before a full season next year. The junior cup is for under 
twenty five year old drivers, and the car is a 998cc Mini with 
controlled parts from Mini Sport to try and get young people into 
rallying without the massive cost of a modern car. As we know most 
of us can work on a Mini ourselves. Unfortunately Jack stopped on 
stage one with a fuel pump problem but came out on stages nine 
and ten, setting times that beat a lot of crews in the junior rally in 
modern cars. The next round is the Isle of Man which for me is the 
high light of the championship. The rally starts on Thursday and 
finishes on Saturday afternoon but we split it into two rounds by 
ending the first round and regroup on Friday afternoon. Then we 
begin the second round ending on Saturday so a lot of points are up 
for the taking which could decide the Championship.

Peter Ellerby

Mob. 07881 302577
nialltcook@hotmail.com
Alternatively, visit our website or find us on Facebook
www.northumberlandbordersally.co.uk
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Ex-Works and Competition Car Register

Works Minis at Abingdon

Some would have seen on social media, 
the photos of the Works Minis at the 
event organised by John McIntosh 
recently; you will also see a full report 
of this superb event elsewhere in 
CooperWorld. This was a truly unique 
and memorable occasion, and one that 
I very much doubt we will see again.

John should be heartily congratulated, 
as he more or less singlehandedly put 
this event together. He did a similar, but 
smaller event, several years back and 
wanted to expand the event to include 

more cars and, importantly, attract many of the surviving BMC Works 
team to come along. We were delighted to see so many Abingdon 
personnel there along with Graham Robson, always the professional, 
who was entertaining and well informed as the events commentator.

Being a now retired Army officer, of some considerable rank, John 
was able to secure the exclusive use of the Abingdon Barracks for 
the weekend. This would not only allow cars to be securely parked 
over the weekend but also provide John with the lecture and catering 
facilities he wanted (and a very reasonable bar!). The down side was 
that being an active Army barracks, security was naturally very tight 
and only invited owners and participants could be permitted onto 
the live military base. This meant that the event could not be open to 
the public. Further still, John had to provide £10m of Public liability 
insurance cover that the MOD demanded had to be in place. The MCR 

Robert Young

REGISTERS
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The 22 cars assembled outside the old Competition Department  
at Abingdon

were approached to use their existing insurance cover but, as the event 
could not be open to the entire membership, and our cover didn’t 
extend to the demanded sum, the MCR was unable to help John. This, 
it should be clearly stated, was not an MCR event, even though a high 
proportion of those taking part were obviously club members.

Some 22 Works Minis gathered over the weekend and they came 
from far and wide. I cannot think of any occasion, ever, when 22 
Works Minis have been gathered together in one place. It was quite 
a sight. No Works car was excluded and John sent out invitations to 
every known Works car owner that I had on record. The result was a 
massive display of 22 of Abingdon’s finest. I was privileged to be one 
of those owners with my car BJB 77B. It was great to meet up with 
old friends, some of whom I’ve not seen for a good while. And there 
was one car there, JBL 494D, now owned by MiniSport, which I’d not 
seen before (although a few others had). MiniSport, always a good 
supporter of the club, helped with sponsorship for the event and 
also brought along Paddy Hopkirk’s 33 EJB replica. Dermott Simpson 
brought over from Northern Ireland his recently restored ORX 777F, 
which was another car that I’d not seen in the metal before. The car 
was superb, complete with its split Webers and although Mk1 cars are 
valued above the Mk2s, I really do like this period of car. Also over 
from Northern Ireland was Elgin Greer with his ORX 707F. Sadly, 
with a good crop of Works cars now residing overseas, these were 
the only two that crossed the water. 

James Martin sent along his two cars, 8 EMO and OBL 48F and Paul 
Robert send his 569 FMO – both owners unfortunately unable to 
attend in person. Pat Walker had his 977 ARX there and also his World 
Cup Triumph, just to add to the Abingdon theme. Mike Hyrons and his 
entourage journeyed down from Glasgow with LBL 666D now spruced 
up from the ravages of the Monte Historique – a lovely car. Chris 
Spennewyn and John Littman brought along their respective sister cars 
CRX 88B and 90B. Sadly, Al Vines' CRX 89B is still under the spanners, 
being renovated after all the hard work it’s undertaken. Al actually came 
along with his supercharged Cooper S, 59 GEW - which disgraced itself 
by being the only car to break down all weekend! Guy Smith brought 
out LRX 829E, for the last time in its original as found condition. The car 
is now about to be sympathetically restored by Chris Spennewyn over 
the winter. He was also pleased to be reunited with his old car, EBL 56C, 
which new owner Anthony Marrett brought along. Bernard Griffin’s 
lovely AJB 66B turned up – a car we so infrequently see down south. 
Peter Moss was showing his DJB 92B for the last time, as this he was 
looking to sell - he retrieved the car from the sale room for the weekend. 
Paul Sulma brought along his RJB 327F and despite it still not yet running 
properly – but it’s nearly there and with some combined fettling, it did 
run well on the Sunday. Simon Wheatcroft’s URX 560G was there, 
fresh from its Alpine Rally and Andrew Bond’s superb eight porter was a 
delight to see, and hear, as always. Bryan Purves, to round off the wide 
selection of cars, brought along the ‘last Works Mini’ P246 WFH. We 
must not, of course, forget John McIntosh, whose inspiration this all was. 
He had spent so much time organising the event that his LBL 590E was 
only screwed together the night before in time to make it. 
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Sadly, despite John’s best endeavours, Gaydon could not be 
persuaded to release any of the three Monte winners they covet 
in their museum. They would have made a great addition to the 
proceeding and I think it just demonstrates the lack of interest and 
understanding towards the Minis that Gaydon has.

Other cars there of note were Tony Salter’s Abingdon built early 
Cooper 939 ACE. Simon and Eve Joslin were there with their 
brilliant AJB 4B Monte replica and not forgetting Graham Carter's 
Abingdon built DWL 201D. It was also good to see others, who 
own a Works car but were unable to get their cars there, mostly 
as they were in build, notably Mike and Barbara Mark with JBL 
172D. It was also good to see Margaret and Martin Pacey there 
who are about to start work on the de-seamed GRX 311D. 
John Lafferty also made an appearance and he too has yet to 
commence work on the Safari HJB 656D. David Brazell, working 
flat out on JMO 969D, was there carefully taking notes and finally 
it was good to see Paul Bates and his wife there showing a lot of 
interest in the cars and no doubt thinking about what he will do 
with his GRX 309D.

The high spot of the Saturday was, for many, visiting the site 
of the old Abingdon Competition Department building. The 
spectacle of twenty odd red and white boxes trundling along 
the road was a sight to behold and hear too no doubt! A photo-
call outside the former Comps/ST buildings made a wonderful 
picture, although there were some discussions amongst the 
Abingdon team members as to exactly which one of the several 
identical units was, indeed, the old Works Department’s unit. I 
had only been to Abingdon once, way back in 1969 and couldn’t 
for the life of me relate anything in my memory to what I was 
now seeing. Nevertheless, everyone felt they were somewhere 
historic and quite special. 

This was indeed a memorable occasion and one I shall never forget. 
It was quite unique and one that I very much doubt we will ever see 
again. Well done John and to all those who made the event so special.

DJB 92B sold

Peter Moss, the owner of this very nice Ex-Works Mini, has sold 
the car. Bought by Peter at the Bonhams sale at Goodwood 
back in 2005, he has used the car to good effect on various 
‘Minis to’ events and has also used it at the Goodwood Festival 
of Speed rally stage. Peter was also part of the ‘Slowly Sideway’ 
organisation that presented their cars at numerous WRC rallies 
and shows where the cars were demonstrated and driven with 
some verve to entertain the spectators. 

However, time marches on and Peter felt that he was not getting 
the maximum use out of the car and decided that the time was 
right to let someone else takeover the car. The car was placed 
with James Mitchell at Pendine Cars just outside Biscester who 
undertook, as brokers, to sell the car. I am pleased to say that the 
car sold very quickly at just a smidge under its asking price. The 
new owner is Jonathan Turner, who is no stranger to Works Minis 
as he once owned DJB 93B, Peter’s sister car. This car he has since 
moved on and so I guess DJB 92B, being a better car, is a well 
deserved replacement. I just hope that the Abingdon day was not 
the last we see of the car. 

Robert Young

JBL494D now owned by MiniSport, a car I had not seen before

DJB 92B now has a new owner
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Paddy Hopkirk and Bill Price with Dermott Simpson and his 
beautiful ORX 777F, Elgin Greer with ORX 707F looking on
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Firstly, some interesting news on the 
Mk1 panel front to report this month 
in that the production version of the 
Heritage Mk1shells have finally broken 
cover. Sadly, from what I hear and read, 
they are not a great deal better than 
the prototype exhibited at the NEC 
at the back end of last year which was 
well and truly mauled in the classic car 
press and by most people who saw it.

The good news is that if you are 
restoring a late-ish Mk1 you might be 
interested in the new Mk1 closed frame 
bootlid which has been introduced by 
Magnum Classic Car Panels. Generally 

known as the Mk 2 bootlid, the closed frame bootlid was actually 
introduced, according to the BMC parts book, at body number 60003 
which dates to the third week of December 1966. This did away for 
the need of the separate internal bootlid liner board which is very 
prone to damage if you fill the boot with stuff.

The double skinned bootlid was only in production until around 
September 1969, so less than three years, and as such, it has long 
been quite difficult to find one in good condition or even a repairable 

Simon Wheatcroft

example. I’ve not seen a used one that you could fit to a car without 
work being required for several years, and these days you are 
normally looking at well over £100 for a repairable example.

Magnum has produced after-market Mini panels for many years and 
the inner skin they have used is lifted from what has been their Mk3 
offering for a while. Because it was originally used on their Mk3 

Exactly the same attention to detail as on the prototype exhibited 
at the NEC last year

Yes, that is daylight clearly visible and note the variation in gap 
between the door and side panel

The Magnum closed frame bootlid, the answer to many a  
restorers prayers

Given how much a Mini shell flexes when you drive, the door and 
shell will almost certainly rub under cornering

The same applies here
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bootlid, it does have a few holes for the Mk3 style number plate lamp 
etc. that were not present on an original Mk1, but it would be so 
much easier to weld these up than try and repair a rusty example. 
The Magnum list price is £237.48 including VAT. 

That’s all this month.
 
Simon Wheatcroft

Barbara Alexander

Cooper Mk 1 Register

Lots of activity has been going on in the 
MK1 register of late. Firstly, Richard 
Humphrey has updated the progress 
on his rebuild of JAD 590D. AS you 
can see from the photos, the body 
is now freshly painted in Island blue 
with an old English white roof, and is 
finished to a very high standard. Richard 
is fortunate to have a large spacious 
workshop to enable the re-fit of his 
mid-1966 built 998 Austin Cooper. It is 
good to see that the car is being kept 
to original specification with regard to 
the suspension as the Hydrolastic pipes 
can clearly be seen in the engine bay. 
Richard intends to have the car finished 

for Beaulieu next year so please keep us all posted on the progress.

Richard Humphery’s freshly painted Body shell

Engine bay is slowly coming together

Not quite a rolling shell but getting there

Note that Richard has stuck to Hydrolastic Susupension

Ian Bilbey has recently purchased KXC 592D, a rather splendid 
example of a February 1966 build 998 Austin Cooper, already 
restored and finished in Tweed grey with an Old English white roof. 
The new looking interior trim is correct in colour being two tone 
grey. It’s nice to see the original type of ‘bus’ steering wheel and just 
in view a period correct set of Kangol seat belts. BMC cars of this 
period generally had fitted either the Kangol belt which is identified 
by its dark charcoal coloured webbing and magnetic clasp, or the 
Britax belt with its light grey coloured webbing and chunkier chrome 

Ian Bilbey’s superb Tweed grey Cooper
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Here we are in October, and this 
October as you will all know by now, 
marks the 50th anniversary of the 
introduction of the Mk11 Mini. The 
car was announced to the public on 
October 17th 1967 at the London Earls 
Court Motor Show and was seen as a 
decent attempt by BMC to update the 
Mini, and to take on the challenge from 
competitors such as Ford with its new 
Escort. So, take some time out on the 
17th to give your pride and joy a bit of 
TLC, who would have thought, back in 
1967, that this little car would still be 
so popular half a century on.

The Mk11 S was in production for just two and a half years with 
the final cars produced in late February 1970. The Mk111 S then 
commenced production in March 1970. It's well known that some 
Mk111 features made their way on to late Mk11 cars which was 
inevitable, as BMC (or BLMC, Austin-Morris Division as it was by 
then known) announced the Mk111 Mini 850cc and 1,000cc along 
with the new Clubman range in October 1969. It's often debated 
whether Mk11 cars were ever officially marketed in Mk111 colours, 
and thanks go to Stuart Watson for sending in a copy of the official 
colour chart effective from December 1969. This clearly shows BL 
did, indeed, offer the Mk11 Cooper S officially in Mk111 colours, the 
colours being:

Glacier White
Aqua
Flame Red
Antelope
Bronze Yellow
(All combined with the usual Mk11 black interior)

Note how the 850 and 1,000cc Minis had an additional colour, Blue 
Royale (a dark blue shade) a colour not listed for the 1275GT or 
Mk11S.

All pretty straight forward so far, until we look at the accompanying 
price list effective from December 1969. You'll see that the 850 and 
1,000cc cars are stated as being Mk11 cars and not Mk111. But how 

Nick Hunter

mechanical clasp. As most MCR members are aware, that trying to 
buy either type of belt today either new old stock or second hand 
can be quite expensive. Just remember that a variety of BMC cars 
had these fitted, some with different fittings, but could they could be 
an alternative supply. The exterior of KXC is nicely presented with a 
set of Rose petal alloy wheels, and these have become perhaps now 
the most popular of the accessory wheels available today. Another 
nice touch are the number plates, being of separate plastic digits fixed 
onto an alloy plate. Some of the modern pressed aluminium plates 
do not have the correct font of the period. The engine bay is very 
clean and, again, this car still has Hydrolastic suspension and another 
original feature is the running 1.25’’ SU twin carburettors with the 
correct shape black twin air filter box being oval all the way round. 
The airbox with a ‘cut out’ straight section is for a much later car. 

Hopefully, all the photos may inspire you whether you are starting out 
on a restoration or simply just enjoy looking at a couple of good Mk1 
998 Coopers.

Just a final note in regard to the internet ‘Mini’ forums. I have been 
asked on several occasions on my view of certain topics that have 
appeared on these forums. However, apart from the MCR forum, I’m 
not actually a member of any of these other ones.

That’s all for this month,

Barbara Alexander

An immaculate interior

Always good to see a clean and well detailed engine bay

A rare sight correct type period number plate

You can’t beat Rose petal wheels for that racing car look
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can this be when the Mk111 850 and 1000 were launched in October 
1969? After a lot of head scratching and some detective work by 
Stuart, here's the answer from that excellent resource ‘AR Online’ 
(www.aronline.co.uk):

“Although the Mk111 was announced in October 1969, the only cars 
to have escaped Longbridge before 1970 were for press use only; 
for the last Austin and Morris Mini Mk11s weren’t manufactured until 
December 1969 – and the last Mk11 Cooper S was completed on the 
23 February 1970.”

It’s interesting to note then, that the standard Mk11 cars carried 
on in production until the end of 1969. This is confirmed by the 
colour chart, where you will see that the original interior colours 
have been manually crossed out to read ‘As Clubman’ i.e. black. 
If you look closely, the printed colour descriptions underneath 

the crossing out are Mk11 interior colours. Presumably, this was 
manually altered in early1970 as the Mk111 came on stream and 
was available at dealers. A further question this poses is whether 
all Mk11 S produced from December 1969 on, were in Mk111 
colours. Or were the original Mk11 colour schemes dropped 
completely in late 1969? All interesting stuff (I hope!), if you have 
any thoughts on the subject then please let me know. Thanks again 
to Stuart for his help with this.

Launch brochure shot for Mk11 Cooper and Cooper S

Colour combinations available in December 1969

A good front view of an early Mk11 S

Press shot of rear three quarter view
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Price list from December 1969

Engine bay of WYH 783H, - note Richard Miles’ badges on  
rocker cover

Tim Wright’s newly purchased one owner car, WYH 783H

Rear view of WYH 783H - rear bumper over riders to be added

Interior of WYH 783H - note excellent condition of the original 
black vinyl
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Cooper S Mk 3 Register

Even though the youngest car is now 
forty six years old, there are still 
a few Mk 3 Ss that have only had 
one owner from new. By the time 
you read this, one more will have 
probably changed hands for the first 
time in its life as Coys had one in 
their September Goodwood Fontwell 
auction. Originally registered as EAN 
202J, the ‘Passport to Service’ shows 
it was originally supplied by John 
Sprinzel Sales from his Kensington 
Mews premises and is a factory black 
example (built in July 1970). Sitting on 

4½” rims, and with what appeared to 
be leather trimmed Wood & Pickett 

front and rear seats and door liners, the recorded mileage was 
under 50,000. If it went to Wood & Pickett this may partly explain 
why it wasn’t registered until the end of November the same year. 
The car had been on a private plate for a number of years but that 
has recently been removed although, sadly, for some reason it has 
not been reunited with its EAN registration. The pictures on the 
auction website were few and didn’t really show anything useful, but 
even so, the guide price of £18,000 to £22,000 seemed rather on 
the low side to say the least.

Another low mileage factory black car that has been with its 
owner for a while is UOD 400J. Built in early 1971, UOD was 

Simon Wheatcroft

Moving on to the Register, there is just one new car to report on this 
month. Tim Wright has joined the MCR and registered his recent 
purchase; a June 1969 build Austin registered WYH 753H. The fact 
that the car is Almond green with a Snowberry white roof and was 
supplied by Kennings Car Mart got my attention as it closely aligns 
with my own car. The car was registered on January 23rd 1970 in 
London, a good 6 months after its build date, a familiar story for a late 
Mk11S car, probably due to the imminent arrival of the Mk111.

Tim says that he had always wanted an original Cooper S, and heard 
about this one belonging to the father of a friend of a friend. He 
was looking to sell it and had owned it from new. It turns out that 
it was used by him as a car to commute to the local station during 
the seventies and eighties, then little used thereafter until a good 
restoration was carried out in 2001 by Tipton Garage in Devon run 
by Richard Miles.

Richard Miles, as many of you will know, was the London agent for 
Downton conversion work in the 1960s, before moving to Devon in 
the 1970s to run a garage business which is still thriving today.
As you can see from the photos, the restoration was thorough but 
sympathetic. The car remains very original, with a genuine 59k miles 
from new on the cars original engine. It is very much to standard 
factory spec, except for the wider optional 4.5j S rims and after 
market steering wheel. The eagle eyed will notice the ‘Serviced and 
Tuned by Richard Miles’ badges on the rocker cover, which are a nice 
touch. Detailing to be done includes, adding bumper over riders and 
the correct grill, which will finish the car off nicely. Thanks to Tim 
for registering WYH 753H, a great find and addition to the Register. 
It just goes to prove that, one owner low mileage cars, are still out 
there waiting to be found.

So finally, it just leaves me to say:

Happy 50th Birthday Mk11 Mini Cooper S

Nick Hunter 

Cooper Mk 2 Register

It’s the end of the month and I’m staring at an empty inbox. But 
then to my rescue came Paul Sulma our magazine editor and Chuck 
Heleker from Seattle USA who both contacted me about the auction 
of the last MKII Morris Mini Cooper built. By now many of you 
probably know all about the sale of this car but I still think it worth 
mentioning here for those that don’t as it is an interesting car. I 
checked the details on the auction site and the numbers tie up. What 
I did not know was it was a left hand drive car, in Bronze yellow and 
currently located in Greece at the time of writing. When I first looked 
the highest bid it was at $6,000, but the final and winning bid was just 
over $18,000. Looking at the many photos on the auction site, the 
car looks to be in pretty good condition. The shots of the underside 
are particularly beneficial to a prospective buyer as they showed how 
good the car looked structurally. If you are the lucky buyer reading 
this then I would like to hear from you.

The sale seems to have created a bit of a stir on the forum and Peter 
Laidler has been watching it with interest. The colour struck a chord 
with Peter and got him thinking when MKIII colours were offered on 
MKII cars. We now know that the colours of the last Morris and the last 
Austin on the Mk11 register were finished in Glacier White. The Austin 
chassis number is just 3 from the last car built and built the day before. 
I checked with Ian MacPherson on the build date of his car, which was 
29th October 1969 because I know it is Glacier White. Ian told me he 
only discovered it was a monotone finished car when he started the 
restoration of it sometime ago, and, on peeling back a vinyl roof that 
was on the car when he bought it. If you were at Beaulieu this year you 
may have seen Simon Gentle’s Aqua MKII. I have checked the register 
and the build date of his car is 5th August 1968. In answer to Peter’s 
question, we know MKIII colours must have been offered as early as 
August 1969 and possibly earlier if they were a special order. Although 

Graham Robinson

Peter says he bought a Glacier White Cooper in December 1969 and 
had the option of one in Antelope too. 

Its food for thought and I will have to check out the forum to see 
where we are with this. However, if you are not into inter-web 
thingies, then I would like to hear from you if you can shed some light 
on this interesting topic raised by Peter. If anyone has sales brochures 
from 1969 or a 1970 BMC Body Service Parts List, these may list the 
MKIII colours and the commission numbers from which they started. 
My Body Service Parts List AKD 5195 is dated 1969 and only has the 
standard Mk 11 colours. I would also like to appeal to all the owners 
of MKIII coloured MKIIs to get in touch so that we can hopefully 
determine when they were first offered. Anyway, it’s something to 
think about over the coming winter months and I look forward to 
hearing from you.

Until next month.

Happy Coopering. 

Graham Robinson 

The last MKII Morris Mini Cooper
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apparently supplied by Wadham Stringer in Exeter to its first 
owner who was a D Read of Crediton. The car was ordered 
with various BL Special Tuning parts from new including Minilite 
wheels and a straight cut gearbox. The current owner, David 
Harbottle, acquired the car in 1976 when it had a mere 39,000 
miles on the clock and it still has only around 60,000 miles 
showing today.

The former EAN 202J as it appeared on the Coys website

Wood & Pickett style front seats – rather more comfortable than 
the usual Mk 3 S item

The original ‘Passport to Service’ showing John Sprinzel as the 
supplying dealer

Incidentally, there are currently fifty black cars on the register 
although many of those have undergone a colour change and are not 
factory black examples.

That’s all for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

UOD showing a nice aggressive stance – the arches appear to be 
the Cosmic alloy type

It is not often you see a Weber on a Mk3 S these days

An interesting dashboard arrangement in UOD
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Rover Cooper Register

The official launch of the multi-point 
injection (MPi) on 1st October 1996 is 
well documented, but I was recently 
asked about the date that MPi Mini 
production actually commenced.

You don’t have to look too far in any 
Rover Mini Cooper workshop manual 
or parts microfiche, to discover that 
the first car had the chassis (VIN) 
SAXXNNAZEBD134455 (assuming it 
was a UK spec RHD Rover Cooper). 
The problem is there are no surviving 
production records, nor do I have 
that particular car on the register. The 
next best step is to study cars that 

were manufactured either side of the first MPi Mini and look for any 
production date clues. 

I have identified six MPi Minis and Mini Coopers that were used 
by Rover as launch cars. The registration numbers range from 
P744 KWK to P752 KWK (there was at least one Rover 220 and 
an MGF mixed in with them plus another unidentified car which 
has since disappeared off the DVLA system). All of these Minis 
were registered on 12th August 1996. The VINs range from 
131831 to 133072 and as these numbers all fall within the SPi 
vehicle sequence (be it with valid MPi VIN prefixes), a study of 
those records places the likely date of production to late July or 
early August. 

By their nature, pre-production cars of this kind are usually hand 
finished to meet specific requirements for marketing purposes. We 
know, for example, that P750 KWK (Tahiti Blue / White Diamond 
2), and P752 KWK (Volcano / White Diamond 2) were both Sports 
Option Pack models. Once the production line starts running that 

John Parnell

P750 KWK was one of six pre-production MPi publicity cars 
(MiniWorld)

is when the importance of the VIN 134455 becomes relevant. The 
closest car we have to that start point is SAXXNNAZEBD134458, 
the fourth production MPi Mini (Cooper). Interestingly, that car was 
not registered with the DVLA until 3rd January 1997. Indeed, I have 
only a handful of MPi cars registered in 1996 and only three of them 
in October of that year, all of which are several hundred or more cars 
into the production run. John Cooper Garages were usually granted 
very early cars, but P111 OWW and P111 OUW weren’t registered 
until 7th & 20th November 1996 respectively. Both also have VINs 
later than expected.

The highest SPi car on the register is SAXXNNAYCBD134452, 
just three cars away from the end of SPi production, but not 
necessarily built in that order. What is significant is its date of 
first registration, 18th October 1996. The next nearest car I 
have to this vehicle is SAXXNNAYCBD134364 registered on 
31st August 1996.

The only conclusion to be drawn from this exercise is that official 
production of MPi Minis probably did not start until after the launch 
on 1st October 1996, and because of the complications of producing 
cars to a wide variety of alternative customer specifications (e.g. 
Sports Option Pack, sun roof, optional leather interior etc.) it may 
have taken the factory a while to hit its stride. Of course, it could 
also be that the initial batches of cars were all despatched abroad. 
It wouldn’t be the first time that has happened. Please feel free to 
comment should you know what really happened on the switchover 
to MPi Mini production.

Re-Imports From Japan (Part 2)

Japan has some of the best quality roads in the world, and 
low speed limits which means that cars, generally, don’t get 
thrashed or suffer the usual damage caused by potholes. People 
living in Japanese cities also tend not to drive so much and 
vehicle owners are required by law to have off-street parking, 
often under a car port. But there is another good reason why 
Japanese car owners have a widely respected culture of taking 
good care of their cars. The authorities there have very strict 
(and expensive) MOT rules governing the roadworthiness of 
vehicles. Intensive inspections, called `Shaken’, are required 
every 2 years. Cars that fail the test cannot be used on the 
public highway unless the necessary repairs have been made and 
the car successfully re-tested. Unwanted vehicles must either be 
exported or destroyed for recycling. 

It is the cost of maintaining their cars to this rigorous standard that 
eventually leads many owners of older vehicles – like the Rover 
Minis - to throw in the towel and opt for the preferred path of selling 
for export rather than the zero return option of destruction. And 
because it is not normal practice to sell a car privately in Japan, it is 

Air conditioning and automatic transmission in a Japanese spec 
Cooper 35
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Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

1964 Morris Cooper Mk1 Radford 
DeVille registered CLW 368B

Last year I reported on the above car 
and that MCR member, Roy Russell, had 
decided to sell the car after owning it 
for three years. Roy had spent a lot of 
time and money on the Radford before 
he decided to sell it and concentrate 
on another project. The restoration of 
CLW 368B was completed earlier this 
year by my friend, Mick Cleasby, and 
myself for its new owner, Philip Cowan, 
whom I first met at the Goodwood 
Revival in 2015 when he showed 
interest in buying a Radford Mini.

The structural work had been completed some eight years before 
Roy bought the car as a project from Terry Yeates. I'd previously 
spoken to Terry, a London cabby, who'd owned the car for over 
thirty years. He explained that he and his wife used the car, at the 
time painted black by Radford’s, for years as daily transport back 
in the 1970s and 80s, but eventually it became un-roadworthy 
and an expensive and lengthy rebuild ensued. With so much more 
money to be spent after a full-body rebuild, Terry decided to sell. 
At this point he'd moved near Southend not far from Roy and the 
connection was made.

As a lot of us have discovered, researching first owners of classic 
cars is almost impossible, especially around the 60s and early 70s. 
However, the DVLA will, for a small fee, send copies of old logbooks, 
V5 and V5C entries, but that illusive first owner would be so nice to 

Steve Burkinshaw

the auction houses that see the bulk of the business. Depending on 
the time of year, quarterly auction sales can top one million used 
vehicles. The ones destined for export to other right hand drive 
countries, notably Australia, New Zealand, Ireland and the UK, are all 
in excellent condition. It’s big business for the specialist traders, and 
explains why many more Minis of this kind are finding their way back 
to these shores. 

They all come with air conditioning, some have automatic 
transmission, neither of which you won’t find on a UK spec. Rover 
Cooper, and as long as you are prepared to put up with a Km/h 
speedometer, non opening rear quarter windows and the different 
engine spec, a Rover Mini Cooper repatriated from Japan (termed a 
‘grey import’) is good value for money. Expect to pay up to 33% less 
compared with an identical UK spec. car.

Before you buy:

1. Make sure the car has been modified for UK use and has 
satisfied the Single Vehicle Approval (SVA) regulations, evidenced 
by a Minister’s Approval Certificate for that specific car.

2. Always buy from a reputable dealer. Members of the British 
Independent Motor Trade Association offer a Certificate of 
Authenticity guaranteeing that the car has not been stolen from 
abroad, that there is no outstanding finance, and a mileage check.

Other considerations:

1. You may have trouble obtaining finance for the car;
2. Insurance is likely to be higher;
3. The handbook and service records will be in Japanese;
4. Brake balance and suspension may feel different;
5. The non-UK specification of the engine might present servicing 

issues;
6. The catalytic converter might not cope so well with UK fuel;
7. The car will depreciate quicker;
8. It may be harder to re-sell privately.

All Japanese spec Minis have a Km/h speedometer

Mirror Trick

During the course of verifying the build date of his car, MCR member, 
Jim MacDougall, offered a novel way to read the chassis (VIN) 
stamped into the drainage channel of the windscreen scuttle panel. 
All you need is a mirror as per the picture shown here. How simple 
is that?!

Until next month…

Make the most of what is left of British Summer Time.

John Parnell 

Jim MacDougall’s mirror trick to read a windscreen scuttle VIN 
stamping
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chat or correspond with and I'm sure they'd be delighted to learn 
that there old car still exists. I know of only a few coachbuilt Minis of 
which the first owner details are known. And it stands to reason that 
as some first owners would fit into the rich and famous category that 
they would be reluctant to assist with the car's history as they might 
compromise their privacy.

The London registration number, CLW 368B, was a re-issued 
number, since on one or two occasions in the car's life it had 

personalised number plates. Sadly, as yet, I've no evidence of these 
numbers on record and so again no details of the previous owners 
known before 1969.

Enthusiast and coachbuilt car owner Nev Smyth informs me that the 
build numbers I gave him from the old interior lead to CLW makes 
it the second oldest Radford known to have survived to date. Nev's 
ultra rare early 1963 Radford Riley Elf is the oldest on record. CLW is 

Immaculate underside showing original reversing light in recess

Distinctive two-tone paintwork

All matching woodwork, Champagne coloured leather, Wilton carpets

Compensator valve and neat work by Roy

Classic look of Mk1 Radford DeVille

Speedwell cylinder head and S servo with Radford remade quilted 
bonnet insulation
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actually a Morris Cooper and was built late in 1963 on the changeover 
from 997cc to 998cc but not registered until February 1964. 

On acquiring the car Philip received the shell in primer and the 
Weathershields sun roof installed. This sun roof was later replaced 
with a fun-length version made by Webasto. Roy had achieved a 
nice paint finish in the engine bay, boot area, interior and complete 
underside of the body in a shade of metallic gun metal grey. Both 

subframes were stripped and repainted black and all new brakes and 
suspension were added to the subframes, which were then fitted to 
the car. The engine was dismantled and the early Speedwell cylinder 
head overhauled and repainted in a shade of yellow similar to the 
Speedwell colour used by them. The early gearbox was replaced with 
a rebuilt all-synchro setup.

There were two main areas which caused a few delays, firstly, the 
dashboard veneering company whose work took three months and 
the dreaded ‘ Piper ‘ electric window mechanisms. The binnacle dash 
Formica fascia was badly scratched so, it was decided a new finish in 
real walnut veneer would be added and matched to the heavy door 
cappings made from solid beech. The original Formula wood rimmed 
steering wheel was stained and polished to exactly match the rest of 
the walnut. Despite the delay, the workmanship was superb with a 
satin, not gloss, finish. The electric window motors had already been 
modified with the crude cut-out switches removed. Slower modern 
motors with thermo switches are far safer than the Piper system 
where the glass ascends and descends too quickly. On fitting the 
motors, which are chain driven and bolted to a heavy metal bracket, 
we found the biggest hurdle was allowing the glass to slide without 
resistance and positioning the motors at the optimum height so the 
glass reached the top of the frame - easier said than done! The rubber 
seals surrounding the opening front quarter lights were replaced 
with modern copies made in black silicone and far better than the 
originals. I have lengths of this rubber seal if any members require it. 
The rubber is held in place using a dovetail groove in the frame, two 
different rubber profiles were used which were of a better design 
than those installed by W&P. 

To keep the car close to its original format, the fifty three year old 
Mk1 Cosmic 4" alloy wheels were to be reused but, they were in 
a poor condition and needed repairs after sand blasting and crack 
testing. A mine field of problems followed because it took a while to 
find somebody capable of straightening and welding them correctly. I 
spent a long time preparing them before painting in etch primer and a 
satin lacquer over silver top coat. Vintage Tyres supplied the Dunlop 
SP Sport Aquajets to complete the period package. Huddersfield 
Minis supplied good copies in aluminium of the early Cosmic centre 
caps held in with spring clips. The detailed repairs paid off as the 
Radford shows no signs of wheel vibration and handles very well, 
particularly with improvements such as the installation of Hi-Lo's all 
round, adjustable camber and Gaz adjustable shock absorbers. 
New old stock 7" discs and callipers were installed as well as a re-
conned Cooper S servo and compensator valve.

Before selling the car, Roy had decided on the colour scheme and I 
arranged for the outside of the car to be painted in the Radford style 
two-tone combination of silver over gunmetal. I think the results 
speak for themselves, the chrome waistband mouldings dividing the 
colours up well. Beige, West of England wool cloth was used for 
the roof lining and internal bare metal areas. The thick Wilton wool 
carpet compliments the light interior very well. The reclining front 

Completely new Webasto sun roof and deflector, cloth roof lining

Early Radford push button electric window switches

The height of luxury in 1964, better in veneer than Formica

All five refurbished Mk1 Cosmic wheels with new centre caps and 
Radford wing badges
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seats, rear seat, front, rear cards and parcel shelf were re-covered in 
leather. I remade the missing centre arm-rest which was also trimmed 
in the light shade of smooth leather labelled ‘Champagne’. Philip 
asked for matching beige front and rear seat belts which were made 
and supplied by Quickfit. The rear inertia belts are attached inside 
the boot, the straps are fed through bespoke escutcheons on the 
parcel shelf. The front belt mechanisms are concealed inside the rear 
pockets and away from the rear footwells.

I'm delighted to say that after a huge gap of twenty nine years, CLW is 
treading the tarmac once again and is in regular use by Philip.

Finally, I have been contacted by MCR member Malcolm Francis 
concerning a Radford registered 549 MOT as this car had a 
family connection. He has asked me to request if anyone has any 
information about this car past or present and if you do please 
contact me. Thanks for your help.
 
Steve Burkinshaw

Mini Super Register

Around this time of year I provide an 
up-to-date account of the total number 
of Supers I have recorded with a 
breakdown on colours of surviving cars.

It maybe of interest to recently joined 
members to know, whilst longer standing 
members may already be aware, that I 
started my own Super register in 1999 
after attending the Silverstone Mini 40 
meeting with my own Almond Green 
Austin Super Seven, following completion 
of its restoration. A number of people 
approached me to say that they too 
owned such a Mini and wanted to know 
more about it. It is such a rare car that 

back then there was little, if any, information available on the model. 
I made note of those owners I had spoken to, then during the 
following years carried out considerable research, including many 
visits to Gaydon to record the production figures from their ledgers. 
I contacted various magazines to ask for publicity hoping to attract 
more owners, and this worked surprisingly well. From then on, year 
after year, I was able to compile an interesting record of surviving cars 
and a few not so lucky.

It is now six years since I was appointed Registrar of the Mini Super register 
within the MCR, having been invited by our chairman Robert Young, at the 
National Mini Cooper Day 2011, to form a register within our club. 

Initially, there were a few raised eyebrows until it was pointed out 
that a Super is very close to a Cooper and played a large part in its 
development. They are basically the same car but with the Super 
having standard Mini mechanicals…there is an ongoing debate as to 
whether a Super is based on the Cooper or a Cooper based on the 
Super. Interestingly, early launch-publicity of the Cooper describes it 
as ‘The Sports version of the Super’! 

This time last year I had recorded a total of one hundred and forty 
cars but many of them sadly scrapped decades ago: sixty seven 
Austin, seventy three Morris, and only around half of that number 
survive. This year the overall number has increased by five, all Morris, 
but none of those are survivors.

During this past year two cars in very poor condition have been 
broken up, which is always a pity. There are some cars of which I am 
aware whose restoration is one heck of a ‘challenge’ nevertheless, 
they are being restored, many to a very high standard. 

Only two new ‘finds’ have been added this year, one being a Smoke 
grey Austin, in very poor condition and with many parts missing, and 

Garry Dickens

then a very complete and original Old English white Morris. Overall 
then, world-wide, the number of surviving Supers remains the same 
as last year, seventy five. With only two cars added to my register 
during the year, makes it the lowest number by far since I began the 
register. Maybe this means we are now getting to the point where 
most Supers have now been discovered.

The current breakdown of surviving Supers is as follows:
42 Austin cars and 33 Morris cars. In addition to these cars there are 
four more that, whilst having Super log books are re-shelled into Mk3 
bodies, so they are not included as being survivors. 

Of those 75 cars, 53 are registered in the UK but only 25 of those 
are considered to be in full working order, the remainder are either 
being restored or awaiting restoration, or some other fate. Of the 23 
overseas cars, seven are known to be in full working order, and three 
of those overseas cars are UK ones which have been exported. In the 
UK the number of cars in working order is as follows: 13 Austin and 
12 Morris; overseas it is 7 Austin and 2 Morris.

The colours of surviving cars are: 
Fiesta yellow - 5 Austin; 4 Morris
Almond green – 10 (one painted pink) Austin; 6 Morris
Smoke grey – 6 Austin; 8 Morris
Old English white – 7 Austin; 5 Morris
Surf blue – 3 Austin; 8 Morris 
Tartan red –10 Austin; 2 Morris.
In addition to the green car now painted pink, there is another pink 
Austin, whose original colour remains unknown.

Of the 25 cars in the UK in running order:
Fiesta yellow: Austin 0 but 1is just about to be completed. There is 1 
Morris. 
Almond green: Austin, 4; Morris 1.
Smoke grey: Austin, 1; Morris 2.
Old English white: Austin 2; Morris 1
Surf blue: Austin 3; Morris 5
Tartan Red: Austin 2; Morris 2
Pink (!) Austin 1
Clearly Surf blue Morris is currently the most popular

It is my hope for many reasons that more Supers are discovered, if only 
to supply me with material to write my reports on. So, if you own, have 
owned, know of any Super or have any stories or anecdotes relating to 
one, please get in touch, even if it no longer exists. 

Garry Dickens

1275GT Register

Fort Dunlop was always a prominent 
landmark when passing through 
Birmingham; once a major industrial 
location now a leisure, shopping 
and hotel complex. Back in the late 
early 1980s, one of my frequent 
contributors, James Ellis, was a 
regular attendee at auto tests held 
on the car park that once served 
the 3,000 or so employees. James 
recalls that 1275GTs were plentiful 
amongst the competitors and one car 
in particular was prominent for its 
sporting history.

That car in question that had the 
notable sporting past was registered 

FRF 327K and one of the most remarkable occasions was when it 
was an entry in the 1984 RAC Rally. Crewed by Phil Derbyshire and 
navigator Malcolm Oxborrow, this 1275GT, not only completed 
the event whilst other highly rated competitors retired, but Phil 
and Malcolm brought the 13 year old GT home in a creditable 53rd 
place out of a field of 147 cars!

Alan Clark
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I was pleased to find out that a car with such a great history has survived 
and still appears in historic rallies, including an entry in the 2011 tour 
of Cheshire, this time driven by Malcolm Oxborrow. If any of our 
readership has more information on the history and current whereabouts 
of FRF 327F, then I would be pleased to hear more about its life.

Continuing on my recent theme of the Denovo story, James Ellis 
came across a great Dunlop promotional image showing a Denovo 

XWW 401L Sadly no trace of this GT exists

Auto Testing at Fort Dunlop was a popular attraction

FRF 327K in Rally trim lining up for another stage in 1984

shod GT, along with an example of Dunlop’s largest product, a 
perfect illustration of the depth of British manufacturing at the 
time. Two GTs formed part of the Dunlop test fleet at this time, 
one registered NOH 236M in Damask Red and the other registered 
GOY 270N in White; sadly, both seem to have vanished with no 
recent records of tax or MOT.

Lastly, my Denovo article prompted another recollection from 
Alan Haddock. Alan’s career in the motor trade began with an 
apprenticeship at Downton Engineering and later in the 1970s he 
worked for Henlys of Salisbury. Henlys at that time were dealers for 
the prestige British marques, Rover, Jaguar and Triumph.

Alan was invited to attend a launch event for the Denovo hosted by 
Dunlop which began with a presentation of the concept. Following 
the introduction, the invited audience were taken to an airfield 
location near Taunton where a more dynamic demonstration of the 
new design had been arranged. 

A Rover 3500 equipped with Denovos was set up for the 
demonstration and Alan was among the attendees who were 
passengers, whilst a remotely triggered charge was fired into a tyre 
with the car driven at 70mph! The simulated blow out resulted in 
no loss of control for the driver and Alan reports that he was able to 
steer and brake normally to bring the big Rover to a safe halt.

Boyed by this dramatic demonstration of the major safety 
breakthrough that Dunlop had designed, Alan was prepared to extoll 
the benefits to his Rover customers at Henlys. However, this initial 
enthusiasm quickly dissipated when his customers found their tyre life 
was rarely greater than 5,000 miles. Nonetheless, Alan remembers 
that time as the best part of his career when his mechanical skills 
were in the highest demand.

Night stages were a major feature of 80s rallying, testing driver and 
navigator to the limit of endurance

Still competing in 2011
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Thanks to Steve Murphy for the use of the RAC Rally photos. 

Alan Clark

Two extremes of Dunlop’s diverse product range

 Modern MINI Cooper Register

Facebook has its uses, although most 
young people seem to have moved 
onto more modern digital platforms. 
I am of course in a lot of groups 
related to, or dedicated to the 
Modern MINI (AKA New MINI). A 
MINI JCW owner, who I have known 
from Facebook through the JCW 
owners group, asked me if I would 
like to be his plus 1 at an event at 
Brands Hatch. He told me an event 
was being held by MINI at Brands for 
the owners of the JCW Challenge 
car. These were the limited edition 
JCWs that were specially built 
using MINI CHALLENGE race 
components. 50 cars were built and 

50 cars have been sold. 28 were expected to attend the event.

David Young

The cars are all the same colour with the same stripes and have a 
special side scuttle with the unique limited-edition number and the 
word CHALLENGE. 

The cars have a standard JCW 2 litre 228bhp 0-60 in 6.3secs 
power plant. A Quaife LSD fitted in place of the boring electronic 
kind. The suspension, brakes and tyres are where most of the 
changes have occurred. With Nitron adjustable dampers, lower 
springs, more negative camber and a reduced ride height, grooved 
and vented discs with uprated Mintex brake pads. Team Dynamic 
wheels shod with Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 214/45 tyres, fitted 
for ultimate grip. All this for just 32K plus. The original plan was 
to build 100 but production was ceased at 50. The cars were all 

MINI UK’s JCW Race Car

JCW CHALLENGE cars lining up in the pit lane

That special side scuttle badge
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upgraded by the UK MINI CHALLENGE workshop, with new 
JCWs going in with a set of parts and CHALLENGE JCWs coming 
out the other end.

Leaving all this to one side, the day itself was absolutely superb. 
MINI do carry out this kind of event well. Best in Class would be a 
fair comment. Breakfast at 7:30am, sign on with introductory talks 
by MINI’s Nicolas Griebner, MINI CHALLENGE’s Antony Williams, 
Charlie Butler-Henderson MINI CHALLENGE race driver and 
MSVT Track day team manager Mark Rusted.

Charlie Butler-Henderson and Rob Smith were in attendance to 
give hot laps in the MINI UK race cars to all invited guest. Jake 
Hill (BTCC fame) was also in attendance to demonstrate the new 
Competition Pack BMWs and give hot laps or advice with race 
driving techniques. Two simulators with the Brands Indy circuit 
loaded provided fun for one and all. Needless to say, Jake Hill was at 
the top of the results all day!

I was fortunate to have 4 hot laps with Charlie Butler-Henderson. 
The circuit was a little damp but drying. We ventured out with 
slicks on the front and wets on the rear. I have been round Brands 
a number of times in the JCW race cars of R53, R56 and F56s 

Charlie Butler-Henderson at the lunchtime Photo shoot

The full grid of JCW CHALLENGE Cars

types, but I have to say this was the most enjoyable. The grip was 
out of this world. Rear end steer was just like a Classic Mini, going 
through Paddock Hill a little bit sideways was a dream come true. 
Up the hill, sharp right, flat out to two left hand sweeping bends, 
brake into a fast-tightening right-hand bend, then flat out again to 
approach to Paddock Hill bend again, all this in about 50 seconds. 
I know for a fact, that Charlie was nowhere near flat out, great 
fun though. MINI took my picture before I got out of the car, 
(a challenge for me) smiling from ear to ear. The picture is now 
sitting on my window ledge.

The rest of the day was spent talking to owners and drivers of these 
very special cars. Some have bought them because they are just so 
special. Others have bought them as a full-blown track day car. One 
person I spoke to said, “It was cheaper to run at a track day than his 
F1 or his McLaren.”

MINI has kept the 01 car for display and press purposes to use 
along with a few others that they loan out. It is all part of the MINI 
heritage and becoming more and more a brand rather than just a 
car first built in 1959 at the same plant!

The afternoon was a bit wet and only a few cars ventured out. The 
cars slowly dwindled away. But it was a great sight and a privilege 
to be part of this very special day. Thanks to the Facebook group 
and especially Jon Price who invited me to attend. He thought I 
might take some nice pictures. Guess whose picture is now their 
Facebook Group’s banner picture?

David Young

The interior of the JCW Challenge Car

Charlie Butler-Henderson’s race car
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Region Time of Meeting Location Contact

  Bristol, Glos and  
  Somerset

meeting is at 8.00pm, on 
Thursday 21st September 

Tortworth Court Hotel bar, just off the M5 J14: https://
www.phcompany.com/de-vere/tortworth-court  

David Dangerfield 07974 089595  
or bgsregion@minicooper.org

Cheshire
(West)

TBD TBD TBD

Devon & Cornwall TBD Varies Barry Elm 07941 199001
minicooper35@elmsgrove.com

  Dorset Alternate 2nd Wednesday 
each Month 8.00pm 

Tyrrells Ford Country Inn, Ringwood Road, Avon, 
Christchurch. BH23 7BQ

Nick Stansmore 07788 646800
nickstansmore@live.co.uk

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

Mick Willson 01702 530731
h623x304@sky.com

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts 01248 811109
davidr61@hotmail.co.uk

Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

George and Falcon at Warnford Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

Herts & 
London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Rod Chilcot
01707 650107

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, 
Kent ME17 4JD

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30pm

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke 01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

  Lincolnshire First Tuesday of the month
At 7.00pm

Marrowbone & Cleaver, High Street, Kirmington, 
Lincolnshire DN39 6YZ

Christopher Smith
07861 776 341 (after 6pm only) 
Miffy1977@hotmail.co.uk

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr 01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, near Chester-le-Street, just 
off Junction 63 on the A1M. DH4 6DY 

Niall Cook 07770 796049
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

  Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Position vacant
apply to Richard Sign

Scotland Sunday 13th November 
At 11:00 am

The Conservatory, Norton House Hotel, Ingliston, 
Edinburgh EH28 8LX

Ben & Patricia Webb 07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

Suffolk Region 1st Thursday At 7.30 The Cherry Tree, Woodbridge. IP12 4AG
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk 

Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Peter Hodges 01273 454440 or 07663 00122
peter_hodges@sky.com

Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Crooked Billet, London Road, Hook, Hants, RG27 9EH Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Houndshill, Banbury Road, Ettington, Ettington, CV37 7NS
http://www.thehoundshill.co.uk/

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

  Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road, LS15 4NJ, 
A64, Just off the A1

Position vacant
apply to Richard Sign

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or p.doucerain@orange.fr 

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

POSITION

VACANT

NEW
VENUE

NEW
VENUE

NEW
VENUE

Regional Co-ordinator - Richard Sign - Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield, Southampton, SO45 1XL - 07968 307689 - regions@minicooper.org
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Bristol, Glocs & Somerset Region

August was an interesting month. It started 
on the 5th with the inaugural Under the 
Mini Moon Event. The event attracted 
some 100 Minis of all shapes and sizes. The 
day began with a cruise from Brent Knoll 
to Cheddar and back, we returned around 
midday just as the clouds parted and blue 
sky appeared. The MCR BGS stand had 
6 Minis including a rare Twini, an award 
winning Police Mini, a loved ‘driver’, a Mk3 
S (for sale), an immaculate Tahiti blue MPI 
and an immaculate Mk2 Cooper. It was 
a good day, congratulations to Gary and 
Sarah the organisers, we will return next 
year. See photos of the event.

On vacation in Tenby, I attended the Pembrokeshire Classic Car Club evening at the Plough Pub 
on the 9th, in Sageston. There was a good mix of classics including an immaculate Wood & Picket 
Margrave Clubman (see photos). Roger the owner is looking to sell his car for £25,000. Please 
contact me if you are interested. 

I attended the Tewkesbury Classic Vehicle Festival on the 20thAugust and this was a very large 
show with around 300 classics and an auto jumble. There was a good selection of Minis and 
MCR BGS members Richard and Susan had their lovely original Innocenti on show. I will try to 
add this event to our attended club stand displays next year.

Cars for sale - locally in Somerset a 1071 S came up for sale, it was sold in just a few days and a 
1967 Mk2 S project will be for sale in September, and I will message members as soon as I get 
further details.

I sold my 1965 Mk1 S project to an MCR member in Somerset, and thanks to another MCR BGS member, Ian Williams, who transported the car. Ian has 
covered and uncovered car trailers and so if you need your classic moved – Ian is the person to contact: ducati.rider@hotmail.co.uk  

Looking forward to September, MCR 
BGS members are invited to The Italian 
Job film showings at Bristol and Bath 
Mini on the 21st Sept and 4th October 
respectively. I know Catherine (an 
organiser) has received some offers of 
film memorabilia from MCR members; 
if you have anything connected to 
the film that you are happy to show 
at the event, please contact her: 
catherine@bristolfilmfestival.com. You 
can buy tickets here: https://www.
bristolfilmfestival.com/events/category/
on-location/ 

On the 3rd, it’s the Tetbury Classic 
Car Show and Mini Fest at Uttoexter 
Racecourse, please let me know if you 
are attending either event.

Our next meet up is on Thursday 8pm, 
16th Nov at the Beefeater, Emersons 
Green, Bristol.

That’s it from me.
 
David Dangerfield

REGIONAL REPORTS
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Dorset Region

The first meeting of the revamped Dorset Region was held on Wednesday 9th August at the very convivial Tyrrells Ford Country Hotel Avon near 
Ringwood, and was attended by 14 members including friends/guests. Dorset members please note that we have now separated from the Wiltshire 
region and all meetings will take place at the above venue on the 2nd Wednesday of each month except December.

On Sunday August 13th, the Dorset Region attended the excellent Breamore House Classic Car Show. In amongst a superb turnout of 300 classic 
cars, we had eight Minis on our stand which certainly caused a great deal of interest throughout the day. Exhibitors were Terry and Pat Hart's with 
their MK1 Cooper S, Malcolm Francis in his MK3, Alan Booth in his MINI Works S convertable, Everett Jones with his MK2 Cooper S, Frank and 
Stella Willis in their Rover Cooper Sport, Adrian and Val Mitchell with thier Mini Super, Judy Spratley in her Mini Monte Carlo, and Nick Stansmore in 
his Rover Cooper S. We were also visited by Rog and Lynn Wall and Jill and Owen Tyson thus making it 16 MCR members in all.

The sun shone, tea and cake were plentiful and we were entertained by the lovely singing Bluebird Belles. What more could we want?
Plans are well advanced for our run from Ringwood to Compton Abbas airfield for lunch on 24th September, which is being organised by Martin 
Charles and Alan Booth. So far, 16 members are booked in. We are looking forward to the vintage aircraft and hopefully a brave wing-walker!

All for now.... 

Nick Stansmore

Herts and North London Region

Hello from Herts and North London Region!
 
It's been a long time since we appeared on 
these pages, but we are still alive and active with 
regular monthly meetings and other occasional 
get togethers. We were at Tewin on Sunday 20th 
August - Tewin Nevererdovit? Well, this annual 
classic car and craft show is a popular village event 
held on the Upper Green, Tewin, Herts, AL6 
OLY. This was our region’s third appearance and 
we provided 9 Minis and 2 Mokes amongst the 
400 plus cars on show on a glorious sunny day.

There were hundreds of visitors and so much interest in our cars that we were constantly 
engaged by them on questions of purchase, maintenance and technical matters. Access to driver’s 
seats was given when requested which proved popular and all our flyers were taken home.

Thanks to all those members who provided their cars and the others who attended (and to James for the pastries).

We welcome new faces at The Duke of York when you can make it. It’s on the A1000, EN5 4SG, old Skool Ordinance Survey sheet 166 map gr ref .255997.  

Rod Chilcot

Kent Region 

Hi from Kent! 

As I’m writing this we are deep into prep on our Mk2 for the Ireland Minis to… trip. A few entries from Kent this year so no doubt some good 
roads and socialising ahead for all.

Into October and, again, with a strong contingent locally making the trip to the Peak District for the Off Peak run organised by Sarah, Josie and 
Malcolm Voss. Our road run in Kent, known as the Ham Sandwich Run, was a great success again this year and very well attended. Good to see also 
some good PR for the club, the event featured in the local press. A full report on the event elsewhere in CooperWorld. 

The MCR Region setting up 
their MCR car display

With a sunny day for car show 
brought in the crowds

The Bluebirds Belles provided 
great musical entertainment

REGIONAL REPORTS
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As a side note after chatting to Shaun and Marie over a rather nice Pinot Noir purchased from Gusbourne’s on our visit, we found a picture taken on the HSR 
in 1996. See below pic from then and this year’s event, with Shaun and Marie’s Mini still looking superb after 21 years. 

We can reflect on a good summer for the region with attendance at some local car shows and, more importantly, members driving their cars to and 
during events. 

Don’t forget the region’s Xmas dinner is on 
Wednesday 13th December, please contact us 
for further details.

Venue for Monthly Meetings
Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton 
Monchelsea, Maidstone, Kent ME17 4JD
The second Wednesday of each month. Next 
meeting will be 11th October. See you there!

Join the Facebook Group for Kent 
at http://www.facebook.com/
groups/472768396103194/

All the best!

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
Tel: 01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs Region

One of our two major events in the year took place on August 5th – The Summer Tour. A few brief comments here as there should be a full report elsewhere 
in CooperWorld. The tour was fully subscribed, in fact oversubscribed, so I had to be the Course car. This was quite apt, as my main job on the day was to 
ensure the venues for our stops were ready for the full entry when they appeared. I’m pleased to say that they were and that they looked after us magnificently. 
Secondly, the weather was typical of August these days, and long gone were the hot sunny days of July to be replaced by wet and showery weather as soon as 
the schools broke up! On the day there were a number of very heavy showers described by one entrant as ‘driving into a swimming pool!’ They didn’t last for 
long fortunately. Thirdly, I was somewhat ‘hors de combat’ on the day with a very painfully swollen knee and I couldn’t drive. So, a great thank you to my driver 
for the day and the concerns and sympathies from everyone on the tour. I’m glad to say that my knee problem has now cleared up. So that is some background 
to the 2017 Summer Tour and I will leave it to you to read the full report elsewhere and enjoy a couple of general pictures from the route here.

Turning now to future events, which are slightly up in the air as the pub will be closed in the near 
future for some decoration work. This is expected to take place in October or November, so may 
affect either of our regular meeting. 

Monday October 2nd or Monday November 6th Quiz Night. All sorts of questions except for soaps 
and football! Generally motoring orientated but a fair few general questions thrown in. If you don’t get the 
news updates from me and plan to come along to either of these meetings please ring or email first.

Monday December 4th will be our Christmas dinner night. At the time of writing I am hoping to 
be able to announce our guest soon and I’m sure the 60 plus a few seats will be taken very soon 
after the guest is announced.

Monday January 1st As I’ve typed this I have only just realised some may have a serious 
hangover. However, as the Scottish border is some 170 miles to the north of our meetings it will 
be a quiet pub natter night!

That’s all for now and enjoy reading the report on the Summer Tour. Remember, all versions of 
Mini and MINI are welcome at the Mid Staffs Region meetings. See the MCR Regional Meetings 
page for more details. 

Pete Cresswell
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com
01785 760211

Suffolk Region

August definitely seems to be the month for classic car shows, and the Helmingham Hall show held this year on the 6th August is, without doubt, 
the biggest in Suffolk. This year we were blessed with glorious weather which not only brought out a record number of classics and Sports cars, but 
also the public in great numbers, with the walled gardens to view, as a added attraction for some. 

We had a fantastic line up of ten Coopers, a nice balance of five each side of our MCR gazebo, and thanks to Jim and Julie Redman for turning up unexpectedly 
from Norfolk and completing the line up, it was nice to see you both. New member, Ian Bilbey, attended with his immaculately recently restored 1966 Austin 
Cooper, and which was admired by all. Since then, some of us will have been to four Sunday shows in a row, and also one on August bank holiday Monday!

Then (1996) and now 2017

Wild Long Mynd Ponies
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That looks like rain ahead
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Now looking forward to our monthly Sunday mystery runs, which, weather permitting, we will try to keep going during the winter months. 

Ian MacPherson

FOR SALE AND WANTED

Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to register vehicles that are 
without a vehicle identification number (V.I.N.) and/or an engine number. The DVLA. may 
ask the police to inspect cars without either one of these identification numbers. Members 
and readers are advised to be cautious before purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free (minis and mini parts only) 
providing they are not excessively long nor in the course of business trade. Please quote 
your membership number when writing. Non-members and trade members wishing to 
place a classified advert must enclose a cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure 
to do so will result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques should be made 
payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977. All traders are required to state 
this fact clearly in their advertisements either by the letter T or the word Trade. 
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) and/or chassis plates cannot 
be accepted adverts. Adverts must be in written form only please and addressed to the 
magazine editor. This includes instructions for repeat insertions and/or advert amendments.

WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

Ian Bilbey's immaculate Cooper Suffolk Region group photo Coopers at Helmingham 

REGIONAL REPORTS

Carpet sets for sale

Complete 9 piece red Veltone 
carpet sets with sound proof 
backing.  
For Mini MKI, Cooper and 
Cooper S. Each set has a MKI 
heel mat attached and comes 
with floor clips plus separate 
black pads for underneath the 
seats. Also complete 9 piece 
black Veltone carpet sets with 
slightly thinner soundproofing. 
For MKII Cooper and Cooper 
S with MKII heel mat attached 
floor clips plus separate black 
pads for underneath the seats.

I also have rubber toe mats that 
stop your foot wearing out the 
carpet near the accelerator, plus 
MKI and MKII rubber heel mats 
that are sold separately to the 9 
piece sets.

For any further information 
or to receive a sample please 
email: downtonbos@yahoo.co.uk 
or telephone landline: 01970 
617010 or mobile: 07974608333.  
I am willing to ship worldwide.

Parts for sale 

New old stock alloy 
long range race 
car petrol tank as 
used in Works cars. 
Price on application. 
downtonbos@yahoo.
co.uk or telephone 
landline: 01970 
617010 or mobile: 
07974608333
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Still a fun drive? We fi nd out

 FIRST DRIVE 

PLUS: 
■ Motorsport preview

■ JCW GPs in Turkey

■ Meets, shows, news

Dream machineR53 Cooper S has the lows and the power

R53 COOPER S RIDES ON AIRLASER BLUE R56 COOPER S 
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PRO DETAILING TIPS TO SHINE UP YOUR MINI 
PROJECT UPDATE: FITTING ESTATE WINDOW TRIMS
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Mk2 runabout gets luxury treatment        Kangaroo kicks with turbo power        Patina-perfect 1960 Mini-Minor

WORKS MINI RACER 
JOHN FITZPATRICK 

WIN A MEGUIAR’S 
DA POLISHING  KIT

£2,000 impulse buy becomes stylish family transport£2,000 impulse buy becomes stylish family transport
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MINI MIGLIA BUILD, STELVIO ROAD TRIP,PLUS
KEITH CALVER’S ESSENTIAL VERTO CLUTCH GUIDE

SUPER SEVEN
EARLY MKI BUILT

FOR ENJOYMENT

BIG-BORE BLASTER
OLD SCHOOL TWEAKS,
NEW AGE TRICKS

STUNNING FAST ROAD 
MINIS TO SATISFY ALL 
TASTES AND BUDGETS

ROAD RACER
HISTORIC FIA STYLING,
SWIFTUNE 1380 POWER
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HIGHS AND LOWS
ROOTES TO CHRYSLER

FIND ME A...
HOT HATCH ICON

THE NUMBER 1 MAGAZINE FOR BUYING AND SELLING CLASSIC CARS
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No.06

May 2017

FORGOTTEN HERO 
MORRIS OXFORD

BUYING THE 
TRIUMPH TR7

ESSENTIAL ADVICE IN BUYING 
BRITAIN'S BARGAIN SPORTS CAR

CHOOSE A SHOW:
NEW AGE CLASSICS:
TOYOTA MR2 MK3

THIS SUMMER'S 
EVENTS LISTING

CHOOSE A SHOW:
PLUS

SOLIHULL LEGENDS

EVENTS LISTING
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100sOF CARSFOR SALEBUY A NEW CLASSIC FOR SPRING

150 MPH EXOTICS
BOXSTER OR XK8?£5k

SOLIHULL LEGENDS

150 MPH EXOTICS
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DRIVING THE FUTURE:
HONDA’S INSIGHT
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FROM £2500
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With FJ+ you can add to your policy from a range of cover
options* including breakdown, agreed value, salvage
retention and spare parts.

Call our friendly UK team for a quote.

0333 207 6004
or visit footmanjames.co.uk

Insurance
solutions* for
classics and
more.

R
umours
circulate about
the future
of storied
British sports

car maker Lotus. As
Chinese manufacturers
add to their portfolios
by investing in historic
domestic marques,
industrial relations mar
others. Is Lotus about to
join Vauxhall by passing
into French hands? Full
story inside.
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12 MONTHS WITH A VINTAGE CLASSIC

TESTED THIS WEEK

See page 4

BUYING A TRIUMPH STAG

Full of zest! Small
Italian classics don’t
come cheaper or
more fun than this!

LOW-MILER
FIAT 126

Easy to drive, plus
plenty of period

charm – perfect 1930s
motoring intro!

FORD 10
MODEL CX

Restored 20 years
ago – and it’s only

travelled 2000
miles since!

TRIUMPH
TR7 DHC

LOST & FOUND SUNBEAM ALPINE

Buying a fast Ford needn’t blow your
budget! The XR family of ‘Eighties
Escorts, Fiestas and Sierras offer
fantastic value for money, so a four-
figure sum buys any of your favourites.
We pick out the bargains inside.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR, WHAT TO AVOID & WHAT TO PAY!

See page 24
5th APRIL 2017 ISSUE 376

BREWER & ANSTEAD
BEGIN THEIR GREAT
BRITISH BUILD-OFF!

ANGLIA vs A40 FARINA
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-
tess.

LOTUS: PEUGEOT’S NEXT PURCHASE?

See page 22

EXCLUSIVE!
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0CM WORKSHOP SECTION

■ Seized fixing tricks 
■ Headlight refurb
■ Minor clutch hydraulics
■ Sprite engine takes shape
■ Stag electrics
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TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

SINGER
GAZELLE
Restoration Ghia reborn

RUST-FREE MINI
the easy way?

MGB GT

GOING DUTCH
The forgotten Volvos

SERVICE BAY
Inside the Rover OHC engine

VW CORRADO
Emerging classic

Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world

Living with the
MORRIS MINOR
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GAZELLE

FORD
CAPRI 2.0

JAGUAR X-TYPE
Engine seal fix

TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

RUST-FREE MINI
MGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GT
Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world
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